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"THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE" — On Tuesday morning
of this week J. D. Hales, (left) who served as secretary-treasurer of

Volume Twenty-Eight

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 22, 1959

Combs Will End Campaign In Area
With Visit Here October 30th at 7:30

Elsewhere in US $4.00

Number Forty-Two

Progress Is Reported on Flood-Control
Reservoirs for Creek; 4'Pretty Sure"

Bert Combs, Democratic Candidate for Governor
of Kentucky in the general election Tuesday, November
3, will be in Fulton on Friday morning, October 30th at
Negotiations with various landowners living on the shed after heavy cloudbursts.
control, the Soil Conserva7:30 a. m., Democratic headquarters in Fulton and Louis- Harris Fork creek watershed continued this week, with Such
tion office points out, must be effour "pretty sure" of signing up and a fifth listed as a fected by construction of water
ville announced this week.
storage reservoirs such as are now
Mr. Combs, who has visited Ful- Paducah WPSD hievision 6 to 6:- "possible" for construction of flood-control reservoirs. .

being negotiated.
From one of those closely associated with this project, The News
Plunge Corporation a cheek for 81.616.29. which represented the net
learned Wednesday that four of
the reservoirs were "pretty sure"
profit realised from the celebration.
of going through. /these would inThe Ken-Tenn-O-Rama money was donated to the corporation
clude one either on the Willingham or the DeMyer farms, one on
and an amount of approximately $1.000.041 has already been used to
the Curtis Hancock farm, a third
liquidate the notes %bleb were signed by several interested citizens.
on either the Hancock or the
who gave their support for the completion of the bath house.
Moore Joyner farms, and a fourth
on the Elam farm. A fifth has been
Also shown in the picture above is Col. Charlie Burrow, (center)
proposed for the Killebrew farm,
oho served as general chairman of the Ken-Tenn-O-Rama. The
but its status is in question.
presentation took place at Mr. Burrow's office.
The importance to Fulton of
Henry Bethel, 0. L. Bushart, Robert F.
construction of such reservoirs
(Bob) McKnight, M. M. Matlock, R D.
may be-gained from the fact that
(Bobby) Matthews and Ed Neely were victhe Soil Conservation Service estimates that four dams will reduce
torious in the race for the six seats on the
the level of the creek by four feet
South Fulton City Council, in the city's
— a redaction on flow that would
enable creek walls inside Fulton
first
primary
election
Tuesday.
Thirty-eight percent of the 193 ham, Wanda Cash and Kay Morris,
to contain almost any amount of
The defeated candidates were R o y
Twenty-nine utility poles had homes in South Fulton were being students at Fulton High School sophomores; and Stanley Jeffress,
rainfall in the watershed.
been set in the Connaughton Ad- serviced by TVA power through made the honor roll the first six Martha DeMyer and Beverly Ha- Adams, Eugene (Gene) Copeland, B. B.
Surveying continues this week
dition by Weak Icy Municipal Elec- Weakley County Municipal Elec- weeks, according to J. M. Martin, man, freshmen.
on proposed sites for the dams and
(Bill)
Billy
Jones,
Arthur
Matheny,
and
afternoon.
tric
System
of
principal.
The
Martin.
All
seniors
had
the
these
Tuesday
tric System
The entire honor roll for the
their resulting lakes, and the comWright.
The work was begun last Wednes- houses are in the Burcham-Oliver largest majority, with the girls first six weeks follows:
pleted sign-up for the project is
day morning on the section of Sub-Division in the southeast sec- beating the boys by six, over-all.
The number of votes received by up in December, anyone who hoped in a few more days.
SENIORS: Boys — Roland CarSouth Fulton between Harris Road tion of town and along the Martin Seven percent of the high school
mayor or
and Highway 45. All wire on the Highway from the city limits down students enrolled received all A's. ter, Wayne Anderson, John Cun- each of the candidates were: Roy wishes may run for
Adams, 121; Henry Bethel, 158; 0. councilman on an independent
ningham,
Tommy
Allen,
Everette
poels had been strung at gutting to Courice's Drive-In Cafe. on the
Those making all A's were RoL. Bushart 219; Eugene Copeland, ticket.
time Tuesday evening, but it will emit side of the highway.
land Carter, John Cunningham, Allen, Merrell Davis, Gary WilThe new council and mayor will
before
the
Frank Dodd, assistant superin- Jean Burnette, and Martha Her- liamson. Kenneth Leggett. Don- 91: B. B. Jones, 111; Robert F. Mcbe some time next week
council
houses in the Connaughton Ad- tendent of WCMES, is in charge of ring, seniors; Mike Walker, Karen ald Bennett, Wallace Shankle, Knight, 167; Arthur Matheny, 111; take office at the first
Several Obion County 4-H'ers
dition are hooked up for TVA hooking the houses on to the TVA Dublin, Dortha Duke and Ophelia Tommy Fields, George Gunter and M. M. Matlock, 190; R. D. Mat- meeting in January.
took top honors in record book
thews,
252;
Ed
Neely,
191;
and
power. Gus Moore. foreman of the lines.
judging held in Jackson, AssisSpeight juniors; David Cunning- James Reed.
Billy Wright, 146.
job, told a News reporter.
tant County Agent Leon Dixon
Girls — Patsy June Brown, Jean
Four write-in candidates resaid Tuesday. .
Wednesday the transformer was
Burnette, Judy Burton, Nancy
Mr. Dixon said the local boys
installed and the service lines were
Bushart, Janice Davis, Martha A. ceived two votes each. They were
and gigrls were competing with
run to the house.
Herring, Suzanne Johnson, Carol Randall Burcham, Dr. Shelton
4-H members from 20 other
Also, on Tuesday of this week
McNeilly, Saundra.Latharn, Linda Owens, Elson McGuire and Paul
Blaylock.
In a ballot Tuesday at the local counties in the West Tennessee
work was begun on cutting a
Roddie and Maridsd
right-od-way in the Covington AdCopeland, Matheny. Matthews Henry I. Siegel Factory and the district.
JUNIORS: Boys — Bill BurnRated first in the district were
Siegel factory at Dickson, Tenn.,
The board of directors of the Whitnel and Lawrence Yates.
dition, across the highway. and
ette. Tommy Carney, Jimmy and Neely are members of the
wrokers will start setting poles Willow Plunge Corporation met
Finance — Cecil Wade, chair- Cheatham, Bobby Hancock, Carl present council. Present members the employees voted in favor of a John Hughes of South Fulton,
raise in pay. which was agreed up- with his paper on citizenship;
next week in that area.
Monday night at the home of Dr. man. Dan Taylor and H. P. Allen.
Hurst, Charles Rice, James Sul- who did not seek re-election were
On Wednesday of last week. 22 and Mrs. Glenn Bushart, with the
Beautification — Bill Rice, livan, Mike Walker and Hal War- Floyd Dedmon and Dr. H. W. on Saturday by union and Siegel David Erwin of Troy with his
agricultural program; and Ray
officials.
new president. Charles Reams, chairman, Robert Burrow and Paul
Connaughton.
ren.
Lynn Dodson of Troy in field
Drama Dopartossoi
presiding.
Heltsey.
•
Four
union officials, two from
Mayor Milton Counce was uncrops.
Girls — Lynn Busbart, Chan
At the meeting plans were forPublicity — Mrs. Roper Fields.
Has Pot-Luck Supper
opposed and received 262 votes. New York. one from Dickson and
Dovis Jo PeileArove of Rives
Covington,
Karen
Dortha
Dub/in,
mulated for the ensuing year and
The board appointed a commitThree hundred and 15 votes were one from Htgatlegdon. Tenn., who received a second place award
The Drama and Literature De- the following committees were ap- tee to Investigate the installation Duke, Brenda '7e/Leel, Susan cast in all.
reprements the local plant, *ere to
In girls' home economics. The
partment of the Fulton Wpsaaa's pointed by Mr. Reams:
of a miniature golf course to be Stokes, Ophelia Speljght and SanIn the general election coming Fulton from Wednesday of last Troy safety. report has been
Club met at the club-home Tuesweek through SaturdaY negotiatRules and Regulations — Nel- opened in connection with the dra Williams.
submitted to Knoxville for Judgday evening for a pot-ldck supper son Tripp, chairman. Mrs. Win pool. Mr. Reams named the foling with Sam Siegel of Bruceton,
SOPHOMORES: Boys — Dinh,
ing in the state competition. Also
and an interesting program.
Term.,
owner
of
the
local
factory,
lowing on the committee: Paul Carver, David Cunningham Bill
competing at a state level is the
Hendon
and other Siegel officials on a
Heltsey. chairman, Cecil Wade. Leneave, Warren Nanney, RonAt the meeting Mrs.
Obion county electric report. Mr.
salary raise for the two union facNelson Tripp and Bill Rice.
Wright. Woman's Club president.
nie Winston and Jimmie Wright.
Dixon said the results of these
tories.
was made an honorary member of
Plans for a bigger and better
two pi-ijects should be received
Girls — Clete Beggs, Wanda
department.
Union
the
officials have also been soon.
year for Willow Plunge were
Cash, Judy Copeland, Kay MorIn town lately negotiating with ofThe annual fund drive for the shared by the board by 100 per- ris, Joyce Owens, Scarlet Turner,
ficials of the Ferry-Morse Seed
METHODIST MEN
Boy Scouts got underway in Ful- cent attendance.
sass.ss ItErOlITIED
Linda Whitnel and Julia Wood.
Company here for a raise in pay
The Methodist Men's Club will
ton Monday morning.
The
Fulton
County
ASC
ComA total of 2969.46 has been reFRESKEN: Boys — Don Burnfor the employees, The News was meet on Thursday night at the
Wednesday afternoon the drive
ported in the Girl Scout Drive. Ro- was progressing just fine and four
nette, Stanley Jeffress, Douglas munity Election Board met at informed.
church at 7 o'clock.
tary heedquarters in Fulton an- routes had reported in
McAlister, Barry Roper a n d Hickman in the ASC office for
with
a
total
the purpose of nominating 10
nounced Wednesday noon. Two of $450.
Thomas Williamson.
according to Robert Burfarmers in each community whose Introducing - - - (First In A Series)
important contribution sources — row, who
has been working with
Girls — Mary Idella Bondurant, name will be placed upon the balemployees of Siegel and Ferry Fred
Homra in setting up the
Martha DeMyer, Sheri Elliott Ida lot for the election to be held Nov.
Morse — were the only ones not
One of the main features of the Jane Finch, Beverly Haman. Jose- 13 in each respective community.
yet reported.
All other routes are being work- annual fall Harvest Festival at vhine Hancock, Pamela Homra,
The polling places will be Vaued at the present time, with he ex- South Fulton school Thursday Sharrye Johnson, Phyllis Pigue, ghn's Grocery Store, Community
LADIES DAY TUESDAY
ception of South Fulton, and this night (tonight) will be a square Darlene Roberts and Nancy Sisson. A; Lodgeston School Building,
will be started immediately. Mr. dance, sponsored by the fourth
Community B; Hutchison Grocery
The weekly Ladies Day at the Burrow said.
grades of Mrs. Bill Grey, Mrs. Work Begun On Road
Store, Community C; REA BuildFulton Country Club was held
Anyone who wishes to contri- Katherine Bradshaw and Mrs.
ing, Community D; Western School
Tuesday. Following a luncheon. bute,
And Lawn At Siegel's
who has not been contacted Stuart Poston.
Building Community E. The folgames of bridge and golf were thus
far, my do so by either mailThe square dance will be held
Work was begun Monday by lowing persons were nominated to
played diging the afternoon.
ing or taking their donations to in the band room. downstairs at
Obion County on reworking and be placed upon the ballot:
Harold Henderson at the Fulton the gym building.
Community A — Avery Hancock,
surfacing
the new road running aVISIT
LIONS CLUBS
Bank.
Carl Puckett will be caller and long side of the new Henry I. Tolbert Delos. Robert Thompson,
The
goal
of
the
local
Boy
Scout
price of admission will be 15 cents Siegel Factory in South Fulton. E. A. Carver, Carl Hinting, Harold
A total of 20 Lions clubs from drive is
$2,000, so everyone will
Also, work was begun Monday Pewitt, Rafford Duke, Ronald ElWest Tennessee and Western Kenper person or 25 cents a couple.
have
to
dig
deep
and
give.
Refreshments of punch and on making a parking lot back of liott, Richard Jeffress, Herman
tucky have accepted invitations to
cookies will be served The dance the factory for Siegel employees, Harrison.
send representatives to Union
will get underway at 7 p. m. and of landscapping the front
City next Tuesday night for the
Community B — T. R. Williamcharter night banquet of the newEveryone is invited to attend.
lawn.
son, Ray Moss, Jeff Harrison,
ly-organized Union City Lions
Richard Bellew, Clem An.vill,
club.
Marion Champion. A. L. Cox. 0.
The fifth in the series orweight
G. Howell, B. E. Bennett, Richard
control classes will be Fridgy. Oct.
Mobley.
23, at 1:30 p. m. at the,..rulton
Community C — James P.
County Health Department,,
Threlkeld, M. C. Roper. W. B.
Mrs.
Edna
Glenn,
psychiatric
By Bill Hays
Sowell, Joe Fred Liliker, I. W.
Social Worker from Paducah, will
L. C. Turner. 56, attorney for the He joined the legal staff of the Hammond, Charles Everett, Roy
speak
on
"Your
Emotions
and
unusual
an
to
be
going
was
It
Department of Industrial Relations Department of Industrial Relations Wade, Robert Adams, Tommy
day because the sunrays coming up Weight."
since 1955, died at 9:20 a. m. Sat- at outset of the Chandler Adminis- Jones, Jesse McCellan.
All
people
are
invited
interested
in the East were extra crisp and
urday at King's Daughters Hospital tration.
Community D — Charles Lattus,
clear. About one thing Cock to attend even though they are not in Frankfort. He had been ill since
Turner was City attorney of Leo Cissell, Charles Ferrell, Philip
Doodle was sure and that was the nrolld in the classes.
Clinton for one three-year period, Choate, Raymond Everett, John
April.
quality of sunrays and his foreMost of Turner's career as a and appeal agent of the Hickman B. Lattus, T. B. Toombr, C. B.
BROOMS FOR SALE
From
weather.
casting of the day's
The Fulton Jaycees still have lawyer was spent in public service, County Draft Board. He was di- Rice, Neal Roach, Chester Manhis perch on the chicken yard
brooms
for sale. Those desiring either for the State or the Atomic rector of the Kentucky Lake As- gold.
fence where he towered over all
to
purchase
brooms may do so Energy Commission. For six years, sociation in the early years of that
Community E — L. B. Aberthe other chickens. Cock Doodle
by
FontseUng
Jimmy Young at however, he combined private development.
nathy, C. W. Morrow, Leslie Davis,
watched the dawn drift comforteditorship
with
He
had
a
flair
for
history.
and
at
Clinton
practice
the Friendly Finance office on
Prather Poynor, Travis Nipp.
ably into early morning. The rays
of The Hickman County Gazette, far more than casual knowledge of
Walnut Street.
Doyle George. Thomas Kemp,
filtered over the horizon and outthe weekly owned and published the lore and legend of Kentucky
Russell Thomas, George Helm,
lined the hen house quite clearly.
SPECIAL MEETING
by Lieutenant Governor Harry Lee folkways. The nature of his work
Herbert Mikel.
Now was the time for Cock Doodle
extensive
travel,
required
from
Waterfield.
The Fulton Electric Plant Board
Additional farmers may be
to perform one of his manly func- will have a special called meeting
Turner was a native of Paducah. which he created an unusually
BERT AND MABEL COMES
loudly.
so
ever
placed upon the ballot by a peti—
crow
tions,
Friday at 3:00 p. m. to meet with He was educated in liberal arts at wide acquaintance with people in
tion signed by 10 or more eligible
all
parts
of
the
state.
College,
graduating
Transylvania
Bert
Combs,
a
representative
of
the
engineerDemocratic nomi- with problems similar to those of
Inside the hen house. Hildegrade
He is survived by his wife, the voters and filed with the chairman nee for governor in the November Kentucky.
in 1937, and in law at University
opened one bleary eye, then the ing firm of Allen and Hoshall,
each Community Election election, has been
of
Knott
Cody,
of
Mallie
in
1940.
former
of
Kentucky,
graduating
described as a
Combs has conferred with sevother. "Drat him, he's got the Memphis.
For the next six years, until 19- County, whom he married in 19- Board, not later than October 29th. man who seriously prepares for eral governors and other officials
loudest squak I ever heard." She
Chairman
of
each
Community
ADDRESSES ROTARIANS
46, he was assistant reviser and 37; a son, John Thomas Turner, in
any task he undertakes.
on industrial development, tobacco
closed her eyes. but immediately
Rev. John Laida, Pastor of the chief annotator of Kentucky Re- the Marine Corps, and his step- Election Board are as follows:
As evidence of this trait, his research, dairy production, farm
was reawakened by Cock Doodle's
Community A — T. H. Allen, supporters point to the events of marketing, tourist. new uses for
First Baptist Church of Fulton, ad- vised Statutes in Frankfort Then mother, Mrs. Thomas H. Turner,
Intruding voice. Gradually, the
Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
Community B — Elmer Hixson; the past summer when, in prepara- coal, forestry and other problems
dressed the Fulton Rotary Club he went to Clinton.
hen house came alive, slowly at
The funeral was held at 2:30 p. Community C — Forrest McMur- tion for gubernatorial responsibili- vital to Kentucky's welfare.
From there. in 1952, he went
Tuesday on the subject of "Comfirst, then with the clucking of
munism." tracing its growth from to Paducah as director of labor m. Monday at Rogers Funeral ray; Community D — James ties, he devoted his time to a
In presenting his candidacy to
hens.
mother
busy and harried
Marx and Engels, and its anti- reations for A. E. C. during con- Home. Burial was in Crestwood Fields; Community C — James series of trips to other states to Kentucky voters, Combs offers a
struction of the atomic plant there. Cemetery, Lexington.
Yates.
Christian philosophy.
get the benefit of their expriences
Conttnnat on Pape Ten
Continued on PGq. MIS
the Ken-Tenn-O-Rama, the Twin-Cities' centennial celebration this
summer, presented Charles Reams, (right) president of the Willow

ton numerous times in the interest
of his race for Governor, will be
given
rousing reception here
that morning by his local friends,
many of whom will tour with him
after he leaves Fulton and makes
his final trip through the counties
of this area.
Mr Combs' complete schedule
on October 30th has been announced as follows:
Fulton 7:30 a. m.; Hickman 9:30
a. m.; Clinton 11:30 a. m.; Arlington 1:30 p m.; Bardwell 3:36 p. m.;

15 with Wyatt; Ballard County at
Wickliffe 7:30 p. as.
Combs will be in his home district (7th) all day Saturday and
will wind up his statewide appeal
with a Louisvithi
appearance
MIAS at 5 p.aon that night.
Wyatt will
most of the
final week in Louisville, his hometown.
Hell come to IPaducah for the
TV appearance Friday and will
go to Minticello Saturday and will
speech at noon.

The project. of prime concern to
Fulton businessmen, is being
anxiously watched here, since its
success would virtually guarantee
elimination of furthur damaging
flood from the rampaging creek.

Although the creek bed throughout
Fulton is being carefully maintained, the residents inside the
city limits are helpless to control
the large masses of water that
suddenly drain in from the water-

Mayor And Council Elected In
South Fulton's First -Primary

38 Percent Of Fulton Higb School
29 Poles Set In Connauuhton
Addition; Covington Addition Next Students Make First Honor Roll

John Hughes Rated
First With Paper

SiegelEmployees
To Get Raise

Committees Named Al Meeting
Of Willow Plunge Board Monday

Community ASC
Election Boards
To Be Elected

Boy Scout Fund
Drive Progressing

Sqaare Dance To
Be Held At Harvest
Festival Thursday

Your Democratic Family

Weight Control
Class Friday

PL1L1111 TALK

I

Former Clinton Editor V's
Saturday; Services Held 'Monday

Robsion Teamed Up With Benson
merican Farm Bureau Federation
Although Kentucky has made some
when the tobacco control bill opposed
remarkable strides industrially durby Benson AND the Farm Bureau was
ing the last several years, the state is
up for passage?
classed in the agricultural block when
One may be judged only by the
it comes to national legislation. Agriacculturally, Kentucky farmers have "company one keeps" or by past
n
Benso
suffered more under the administra- tions. In 1953 when Mr.
conservasoil
sought to weaken the
tion of Secretary of Agriculture Rim
tion service by destroying regional
precedany
under
than
Benson
Taft
offices, Mr. Robsion voted with Mr.
ing farm program administration.
Secretary Benson's latest move dur- Benson and against the farmer.
When Mr. Benson sought to cut
ing the last session of Congress was
tobacco
the
of
payments by $55,000,000 in 19crippling
ACP
the
toward
's
Kentucky
of
Robsion voted with the seceffort
Mr.
53,
Every
industry.
against the Kentucky
up
to
set
senators
and
retary
and
atives
represent
farmers.
machinery for.. aiding the tobacco
farmer met with the opposition of the
Again in 1954 when Mr. Benson
secretary. The proposed legislation, sought to cut farm prices and destroy
backed by Sen. Cooper, Sen. Morton
the workable 90 per cent parity proand the whole House delegation, failgram, we find Mr. Robsion again lined because of the opposition of Mr. ing up against the Kentucky farmer
Benson. Both parties in the tobacco
and alongside Mr. Benson.
growing states expressed disappointWhen these same questions were
ment in the outcome and charged Mr. before the House in 1955 and in 1956
Benson with its defeat.
we again find Mr. Robsion on the BenYet, during the time Republican
son bandwagon, voting against the
gubernatorial candidate John M. Robwishes of Kentucky farmers.
sion served in the House we find him
Some Kentucky farmers jokingly
supporting Benson policies in opposihave suggested that Mr. Robsion be
tion to the needs of Kentucky farmers. awarded some sort of plaque if his
Bensonism teaches that farmers provoting record should disclose that he
duce all they want in tobacco, wheat ever, during his entire time in Conand other crops. His policy would
gress, voted for a single REA bill that
just about do away with the control
farmers wanted and Mr. Benson opof production of tobacco. His every act
posed. Researchers so far have been
as secretary was to free tobacco from
unable to uncover such a vote.
controls and bring down prices by
Democratic candidate Bert Combs
overproduction. Mr. Robsion was a
has declared that "as a faithful followstaunch supporter of Bensonism when
er of Mr. Benson, Mr. Robsion h a s
he was in Congress. His voting record
fought harder against farmers and
proves that point.
cast more votes against agriculture
In a last-minute effort to get on the
than any man who has iTpresented
farm bandwagon, Mr. Robsion says Kentucky in Congress for more than
that he always sought the advice of
a generation."
the Farm Bureau in his voting. Well,
Can Kentucky farmers expect any
let's look at that claim. While he was
help from a governor who has that
not a member of Congress during the
sort of farm record?
session just closed, would Mr. Robsion
—Lexington Herald
have followed the advice of the ASERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Over 500 Federal Positions To "
Be Filled In Four-State Area

Moineffers

Over 500 Federal positions are
expected to be filled between now
and next September in Se Federal
agencies in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and West Virginia, said Director Louis S. Lyon of the Sixth
U. S. Civil Service Region office,
Cincinnati.
To be considered for employment, Mr. Lyon said, you must
qualify through the new 1959-60
FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE
EXAMINATION — the "FSEL"
The first test is on October 17:
you must apply by October 1. The
second test is on November 14:
you must apply by October 29.
Four other tests will be igven during the college season. Apply at
any Post Office with a "Civil

"I guess

the firm upstairs is having its troubles'"

Service" window.
Positions to be filled are in administrative, protessiont.1, investigation technical, and other responsible fields. Your opportunity
for employment in these four
states said Mr. Lyon, is limited
only by your availability, your
qualifications, and your position on
the FSEZ register.
Resetaaente
Units of local government in
Kentucky derive all their powers from express enactments of
the state legislature. In the absence of constitutional restrictions, the authority of the General Assembly over such units
is virtually absolute.

HERRINGTON LAKE

Tree Seedling

Thirt y-mile-long Herrington
Lake, ringed by more than 20 commercial fishing camps is created
by Dix Dam the highest earthfilled dam in eastern United
States.

Division
of
Kentucky
The
Forestry distributed 14 million
tree seedlings in 1958 to landowners to reforest 14,569 acres
of idle and eroded land.

•

FROM THE FIT—

Turning Back The Clock—
OCTOBER 20, 1939
About 5,000 people attended
the Miidget Auto Races and Old
Car Derby, sponsored at the
Fulton fairgrounds Sunday, under the auspices of the Elks
Charity Associaition. The racing
program was one of the best
and most exciting racing classics ever 'staged in Western Kentucky, and featured Daredevil
Joe, who drove his Shaheen
Special three laps firound the
half-mile track, 60 miles an hour
blindfolded.

the farm of Rupert Browder.
three miles west of Fulton on
thhe State Line Road. according
to Hugh Alvery, supervisor of
the veterans' grave registration
project in this county.

Captain Robert Sams, 62, veteran of the Spanish-American
War, visiting here Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams, told
some interesting episodes about
the time when he was in service with the United States army.
There may be older graves in
Fulton county, but up to the
present none are recorded, than
that of Captain 'sham Browder,
soldier of the American Revolution. This grave is located on

For several weeks interest in
aviation has been increasing in
Fulton and vicinity, since Charles Miller, located here with
his planes and has been giving
private instructions to student
flyers residing here and in adjoining cities. A landing field
has been opened on the Thompson farm on the Middle Road
one mile from the city limits.
Dr. Don P. Hawkins, pastor
of the First Chriistian Church.
was the principial speaker at
the meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce, held Monday night
at the Rainbow Room, About
forty members were present. Dr.
Hawkins gave an interesting
talk on the famous personalities
with whom he has come in contett.

DON'T LET
COST OF WIRING
KEEP YOU
FROM ENJOYING
LIVING

By William E. Mayer, M.D.. Director,
Hawaii Mental Health Service
"THE AMERICAN soldier h a s
weak loyalty to his family, his country, his religion, and to his .fellow
soldier. His concepts of right and
wrong are hazy and illformed. He
FIGHTING men resist in groups.
underestimates his own worth, his
But a group depends on the mutual
trust of the men in it. Since the brainown strength, and his ability to survive."
washing weapon drove a wedge beThis evaluation, based upon the obtween the men, they were put in a
servation of 7000 American soldiers
solitary-confinement cell built not of
during title Korean War, was taken
steel, but of their own psychological
from intercepted Communist docuattitudes.
ments.
As a result, we saw a dog-eat-dog
OUR MEDICAL men also studied a
attitude of every man for himself, a
thousand soldiers after they were reperiod of: "You leave me alone and
leased by the Communists. We found
I'll
leave you alone." Spontaneous
that they were a strikingly different
leadership was lacking — the willinggroup of men from those who fought
ness to take the responsibility for each
in World War II.
other's welfare. And when loyalty to
American soldiers, when confined,
your fellow soldier becomes a totally
have always had an overwhelming
thing, when we become pasinactive
impluse to get away. Yet in Korea our
to those who destroy
witnesses
sive
men apparently made no organized efus, then we're in very serious trouble.
fort to escape.
ANOTHER result of the mental
SOMETHING strange had happened to these soldiers. Contrary to pop- isolation was the spread of "give-upitis." Despite the absence of torture
ular belief, they had not been subor enforced work, 3000 of our soldiers
jected to torture or drugs. But the
died. At least half of these deaths
Communists, by applying backwards
were brought on because the men had
a number of sound psychological
given up. By themselves they felt
principles, tried to destroy in the men
helpless so they stopped resisting the
certain fundamental values.
enemy.
The Communists began by offering
the men a deal: "Don't fight and
In the service it's too late to teach
you'll be treated well." And the ma- 18-year olds the attitudes that have to
be taught primarily in the home: atTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
ING
WESTPHEL
M.
titudes about loyalty, about initiative
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Are Men Today Less Brave?
jority of Americans went along. Even
the practice of informing on one another spread among them. In t h e
words of one soldier: "There were so
many informers around that you just
didn't know who you could trust."

City
To N.

tn
Kentucky

Windage e

By P. W.
Last week I visited various
cities around the rnidwest, saw a
lot of people and places including
the LSU-UK game at Lexington,
but after it was all over I think I
had the most fun visiting a little
village right here in Kentucky on
my way home.
In driving back Sunday from
Lexington with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Edwards of Mayfield, the conversation steered around to the
Edwards' current favorite pasttime — visiting places of interest.
I think they have covered nearly
everything worth seeing from Hot
Springs to Sea Island, but I introduced all three of us to one
right close to home, that probably
very few people know about.
Have you ever been visiting in
Canton, Kentucky?
Canton is located just off US 68
in Trigg County, and I have passed by it many times in my travels,
same as you undoubtedly have. It
is perched righ up on the east
bank of the Cumberland river and
looks about like any other little
settlement one might find along
the highway.
Canton, however, has a flavor all
its own, which I learned about
from my friend Phil Bryant of
Paducah one day last year when
we were passing the village enroute to Ft. Gordon, Ga.
Phil's folks come from Canton.
and he told me that once it was
an important stage coach stop,
still retained its old hotel and
many other olr buildings, and was
worth seeing whenever I might
have time to stop and browse
around.
S000000, when I mentioned all
these things to my friends the
"Sightseeing Edwards", we pulled
off US 68 down the graveled road
leading to Canton (just a few
blocks away) and sure enough,
came onto what had obviously
been a right sizeable main street
of a town. Up on the high side of
the street was a huge house containing a fulllength veranda across
the front and across the west side.
affording a beautiful view not only
of the Cumberland river down the
bluff. but of the Kentucky countryside for miles and miles. And
sure enough, this old house turned
out to be the old hotel.

beam r

#1n,ft
We ventured up the steps and
across the veranda to the front
door and were met by two elderly
ladies who make their home there.
They were kind enough to ask us
in, show us some of the hundreds
of mementos of earlier days that
they still preserve, and tell us
more of the history of the hotel
and its frontier community.
Canton. you see, is over 130
years old. Not only was it an important stage coach stop, it was also the port on the Cumberland
from which waterborne freight for
Cadiz. Hopkinsville and points
eastward was dispatched overland.
The hotel at Canton has provided
overnight lodging for many famous
guests of those olden days: Jenny
Lind, President Polk, renowed
military figures, and others. While
the hotel is now a private home
and not open to the general public
(we were told), it contains all
manner of nostalgic mementos and
furnishings. We saw powder horns.
rifler, spinning wheels, lamps,
furniture, Indian stone hide-skinning knives, churns, ond other
things.
The street running down to the
old boat landing and ferry on the
Cumberland was pointed out to us,
but we saved that jaunt till a later
visit. Toward the east, they pointed to a distant hilltop. 'As the
stage approached Canton from that
direction", they told us, " a horn
would sound for the hotel. If it
blew once, the cook would know to
set a place for an extra guest: if
twice, for two extra guests, and so
on". they explained.
With our time running out, we
were obliged to take our leave
from this picturesque little village.
but I hope to return again to Canton. I didn't get to visit the giant
Indian mounds up the street, nor
visit the old docks behind the
hotel — and I'd like to do all these
things before Barkley Lake again
makes Canton a point of importance, and the oncoming rush of
tourists causes it to lose its frontier
flavor.

WE'LL HELP PAY
YOUR WIRING BILL
Between Sept. 1 and Dec. 15
We'll Pay You

$3500

IF YOU CHANGE
FROM 2-WIRE
TO 3-WIRE,
100 AMPERE SERVICE

$1500

IF YOU INSTALL
A NEW 240-VOLT
RANGE OR
DRYER CIRCUIT

For each 240-volt electric combination washer-dryer, dryer
Of range installed in the home of a K.U. or O.D. custon-,..r
between September 1 and December 15, 1959, the (‘ I.
pany will pay the customer $35 for changing from 2.w.re
to 3-wire 100-ampere service, or $15 for installing a new
dryer or range circuit.

See Your Dealer Or Our Local
Manager For Further Details

Only about 7c a load
you pay to wash
and dry clothes
electrically. This is
the average cost with
our low oloctric rates.
Is all

BREAKS OF SANDY
Breaks of Sandy, included in a
Kentucky-Virginia bi-state park,
has been called the "Grand Canyon of the South."

KENTUCKY UTILMES COMPANY
6.4.•••••••
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City Of Martin Rejects Proposal
To Move Ohio Table Factory There
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The Martin city board last week
terminated negotiations with the
Toledo Guild Products, Inc. Deen to drop any further efforts
to bring the Ohio firm to Martin
was reached by unanimous vote Cl
the board of aldermen.
Following the decision, Mayor
Jack Vincent issued this statement:
"The city board unanimously
voted against continuation of efforts to bring the Toledo firm to
Martin and against a proposal to
hold a bond election with regard
to bringing the firm here. The
board members and I reached this
decision after again considering
the statements made at a meeting
held in Martin last Friday."
Mayor Vincent added that the
request of the firm that the city
of Martin pay $50,000 for transportation of the firm from Toledo
to Martin was discussed last Friday. "At that time, a state official,
a member of a Jackson bonding
company. and our own city attorney all stated that it would be
illegal for Martin to use $50,000 of
revenue bond funds to pay the
costs of moving the firm from its
present Ohio site to Martin," he
said.
He added that the board and he
also agreed that in view of the
firm's financial condition they

could not recommend that the
voters approve a bond issue to
build the firm a building nor did
they feel that three-fourths of the
voters would so vote once the
facts were known.
"We are deeply appreciative of
the efforts of Mr. Crockett and Mr.
Prins in trying to bring industry
to Martin. We hope they will continue their efforts and we hope
that by working together we can
eventually obtain an industry that
ir mutually satisfactory," Mayor
Vincent concluded.
The board met at a called session at 1 o'clock Wedneslay.
The Toledo firm, manufacturers
of light metal tables, wanted to
locate in Martin and asked that the
city construct a 38,000 sq. ft. building and pay moving costs from
Toledo here. It was estimated that
al this wolld cost $170.000. The
firm offered to amortize the expenditure over a period of 15 years
and pay 5 percent interest.
Now that Martin has turned
down the proposal, other towns in
Weakley County will be asked to
negotiate with the Ohio firm
stated Brooks Crockett, chairman
of the Industrial Committee of the
Weakley County Chamber of Commerce.

South Fulton Wins
Over Tiptonville
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A much improved South Fulton team ran over the Tiptonville
Earffiquakes with a 21-7 victory
Friday night at Memorial Field.
Coach Ronnie Phillips charges
scored early in the game, and had
• touchdown in each of the first
three periods. South Fulton scored
each of the points after touchdown. Tiptonville got its lone tally in the final frame.
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The election of Porter M. Jarvis, Chicago meat packer, as a
director of the Illinois Central
Railroad was announced today
following a meeting of the company's board of directors. Mr.
Jarvis is president of Swift &
Company.
The new director has a wide
range of business, civic, charitable and educational interests.
He is a trustee of the University of Chicago and of the Iowa
State University Foundation. He
Is a director of the Washington
and Jane Smith Home, an old
people's home in Chicago. His
directorships include the American Meat Institute, International Livestock Exposition, Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry, International Harvester Company, and the Community Fund of Chicago.

Fined $100 On
Traffic Charge
Gerald Edward Potts, route 2,
Dukedom, Tenn., was fined $100
and court costs recently at Mayfield on a charge of driving
while under the influence of
alcohol, according to County
Judge Henry Jack Wilson. Dee
McNeil of Hickman, attorney
for the defendant, Immediately
filed an appeal in the office of
the circuit court clerk.
Potts waived the right to a
jury trial and his attorney stated.
after a jury had been selected, that
his client wished to submit the
matter to the Court.
Two witnesses testified that
Potts was driving recklessly and
appeared to be in a drunken
condition at the time of his arrest. Potts had entered a plea
of not guilty and was placed under $250 bond.
The Commonwealth's Attorney has not set a date for the
appeal to be heard.

Your Social
Security Questions
And Answers

featherbedding

gr

Swift President
Is I. C. Director

Q. I am retired and receive a
social security check each month.
I have kept my grandson since
be was six months old, but I
have never adoptedi him. Can
I receive social security benefits
for him as my dependent?
A. No. The social security law
provides for benefits for natural
children, adopted children and
stepchildren, but does not include
grandchildren unless they can
qualify as adopted children.
Q. My son will be 18 years old
In December but he will continue
in school until he is about 21 years
old and I will continue to support
him. Will his benefits continue
after he is 18 under these circumstances?
No. Social security benefits will
end with the month before the
month in which the child reaches
age 18 unless the child becomes
unable to do any substantial work
before reaching age 18 and this
condition of disability continues
after he has reached age 18.

NEW
ARRIVAL
DEPT.

Samuel Wiasioad
Samuel G. Winstead, 89, died
at 12:20 p. m. Friday at his home
near Pahnersville. He was a retired farmer.
Born in Weakley County, Tenn..
he was the son of Samuel and
Sarah Parrish Winstead.
He leaves a son, Loyd Winstead
of Palmersville and a daughter,
Frs. Carey Biggs of Palmersville
and one grandchild.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Saturday at the Palmersvine Church of Christ. Brother
James Key and Brother Garvin
Bnindige officiated. Burial by
Jackson Brothers was in the Oak
Grove cemetery.

Local Jaycees To
Attend Meeting

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Duty,
Hickman. Route, are the proud
parents of a seven pound, nine
ounce daughter, Regina Ann, born
October 13, 1959 at 7:45 p. m., at
the Fulton Hospital.
ITS A BOY

Several Fulton Jaycees and their
wives will attend the fall board
meeting of that organization at
Cumberland Falls Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 30, 31st and
Nov. 1.
Approximately 10 or 11 local
members are expected to attend.
Among those making the trip will
be Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Jones,
James 0. Butts, Bill Warren, Bill
Bennett. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Needham, Mr.
and Mrs. Stuart Poston, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Young and Don Sensing.
At the meeting the Fulton group
will be trying for the "Man-AMile Award."

What's featherbedding? Count the work caps
with feathers. They represent men who would
not be needed for this Chicago-New Orleans
train if the train crews worked eight hours a day
instead of an average of4/
1
2hours. The feathered
caps also include diesel locomotive firemen with
no fires to tend.
Measure the importance of this waste of good
manpower by this yardstick: Of every dollar the
Illinois Central takes in, 57% cents is paid out
in wages. You can see what a whopping problem
this featherbedding is.

Kent McNeely of Fulton has
been elected vice-president of the
junior class at Murray State College.
Reed the Classified Ads

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
NEW
HOM ELITE

Erle Ezell, executive secretary
of the Hickman Chamber of Commerce, was advised recently that
Hickman is one of two communities being considered for an industry which will be located f
Kentucky.
J. C. Zimmerman, director
the industrial department of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
advised Ezell that further details
would be known later.

IS YOUR CAR'S TAIL
DRAOC/41 P
New Monroe 4,oadlevelers keep your car
riding level, safely and
comfortably, when it's
heavily loaded. Prevent
rear-end sag ... bumping on driveways . .
excessive tire wear. Install them today!
Ovaly

$3990
09181
001.‘cop

Dayton V-Belts

00.4

Highlands Texaco
Service
US-51 By-Pass

To Haddad

Fulton, Hy.

•
Learn

Tom Haddad, South Fulton resident for 35 years and owner of
Haddad's Grocery on Kentucky
Avenue, died Sunday night at 10
p. m., at his home, 433 East State
Line, following a lengthy illness.
Funeral services were held at 3
p. m. Wednesday at Trinity Episcopal Church with the pastor. Rev.
Alfred Maloney officiating. Whitnel Funeral Home had charge of
arrangements.
Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Nellie Haddad; two sons. Jack
Haddad and Sammy Haddad of
Fulton; a daughter, Miss Flora
Jean Haddad; two sisters, Mrs.
George Haman of Fulton and Mrs.
Jammillie Zeekria of St. Louis, and
numerous nieces and neprews. A
son, Mitchell Haddad, was killed
In action on Iwa Jima in World
War II in 1945.
Mr. Haddad was a communicant
of Trinity Episcopal Church.
He would have been 59 Oct 25

How Prayer Can Help You
Attend a FREE Lecture
"Christian Science: A Spiritual Discovery"
by Ralph E. Wagers, C. S. B.
of Chicago, Minois
Member of the Board of Lectureship
of the Mother Church, The First Church

of

Christ, Scientist, in Boston. Maasachusetta

8:00 p. m., Thursday. October 22
First Church of Christ, Scientist; 211 Car Street, F ulton, HY•
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New Plant May
Come To Hickman

Mr. and Mrs. James Hart of
Jefferson City. Missouri, are the
proud parents of a six pound, six
and one half ounce son, James
Brian, born Wednesday night, October 14, 1959. Mrs. Hart is the
Graveside services for Mrs. former Elizabeth Ann Roper, dauFirst Governor
George Fowler. former Fulton ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawson
resident, who died last Wednesday Roper of Fulton.
Kentucky's first governor,
at her home in Monrovia, Calif.,
Isaac Shelby, commissioned the
were held Monday morning at 10:first Kentucky Colonel—his sonIT'S A GIRL
30 at Fairview Cemetery in Fulin-law, Charles S. Todd.
ton. The Rev. John Daida, pastor
Fr. and Mrs. James Earl Sadler,
of the First Baptist Church, of- Crutchfiel
Read the Classified Ads
d, Ky., are the proud
ficiated. She was 73. Whitnel parents
of a seven pound daughter
Funeral Home of Fulton was in born at
8:34) v. m.. Octber 18, 1959 We have complete stocks
charge of arrangements.
at the Hillview Hospital.
Mrs. Fowler and her husband
moved from Fulton to California
MURPHY'S POND
in 1929.
for HOME and FARM
She leaves her husband, George
Murphy's Pond, a large cypressFowler; a son. Harry Fowler of studded
Machines
swamp near Clinton, Ky.,
Monrovia, Calif.; and a brother. may
have been formed by the
I3ENNETT ELECTRIC
Ardell Edwards of Dyersburg, same
earthquake that formed
Tenn.
PHONE 2U1
Reelfoot Lake.
FULTON

Mrs. George Fowler

3

Short

and same Engine's In the reer—whore k belongs In •
Compact car. With more
weight on roar wheels, you get extra road-gripping traction
for cornering and driving on
ice, mud or snow. Also, by avoiding nose-heaviness of front-engin
* compact cars. Corvair
handles easier, brakes bettor, rides smoother Styling of
both 4-door models is clean
and uncluttered ... as fresh and functional as modern architecture
.

Uaipaok
Power Team

Praetkally
FLAT FLOOR

Engine, transmission and
drive ears are neatly
in one lightweight
Takes less specs,
you MUHL
UNHATICUT BODY
BY rteliGlit

Body and frame are
combined into a single
rigidly constructed
unit that reduces Cor%air's weight, enlarges
its passenger space.

Corrair 18 4NKTiC11.11 oily
compactcar with a virtually
flatfloor that gives you full
6-passenger comfort. For
extra space, folding rear
was•converts easily to make
room for 17.6 cu. ft. of
cargo.
.0.tlesal at sal. mot

TRUNK'S UP FRONT
Lees ef luggage spews sesimier
the hoed,where Ws 0011,116111..
Matt tor ensearliso, prolapse.

NEARLY 3 FEET SIOITER
Corvair's almost 5

inches lower, 1,300
pounds lighter, too.
Its compact size
makes it a joy te
jockey through
traffic, a pleastrro
to park. No nee&
for power assists,

&SIM
COCCILED

Revolutionary
Rear Engine

You never have to fuss with
antifreeze. Turbo•Air 6
warms up quicker, with
less wear on parts. Airplane-type heater* goes
to work almost instantly.
rri wfro uw.

works small miracles
with mileage. It's the
world's first production 6
with the ultra-smooth
power of hortzontally
opposed pistons.

4 -Wheel
Independent
Suspension
Springs at each wheel
cushion bumps independently of each other for a
ride that rivals much
costlier cars.

..and the most
practical thing
of all is
Corsair's

W PRICE
. •!
see it
drive it

Conrair
BY CIENIOLET

aikkell.fed IrAringdOIRPOSINNI

Featherbedding is also your problem. For
these wages are a part of the cost of everything
you.buy. Featherbedding costs U. S. railroads
—and you—half a billion dollars a year.

AND
------ THE

This needless expense, plus overregulation and
government discrimination, have lost the railroads a vast volume of traffic and sharply curtailed the number of railroad jobs.
The Illinois Central is trying to cut costs, improve service and increase its volume of business.
If we are to succeed, featherbedding must go:
it is costly to you, costly to us and costly even
to those it is intended to benefit.

only $
15350
Complete F.11-111. Fasten
• direct drive
• cuts 16' Uses In 16 seconds
• fells trees up to 3 feet
In diameter
• Weighs only 19 pounds
(loss bar and chain)

HA
PP
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ST
DRIVING
COMPACT CAR

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

77sere's Mee a sew car—and as
as
is carpote des ifs hiss Connie 700

you ever drove
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See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
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Barnette Tractor Co.
207 E. 4th

Phone 189

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC. 38.80

104 East Fourth Street

Fulton
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WAS

GREEN GIANT

21c

PEAS

By Agatha Gayle Voelpel

ARMOUR'S

The One and All Community Clubhouse presented a
most attractive setting on Sunday afternoon, October
the eighteenth, nineteen hundred and fifty-nine when
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Matheny celebrated their Golden
Wedding Anniversary and entertained their many friends and rtlatives with an informal reception.
The golden color theme was carried out with many
arrangements of gift flowers including crysanthemums,
roses, and gladioli. Lovely deep green gilt houseplants
added richness to the setting.
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WAS

VELVEE'l'A

91c

Late in the evaing the hostess
WAS
The guests were welcomed by
Mrs. Charles Moon who presented served delicious refreshments of
them to the receiving line which cake and Coca-Colas.
Those ettending the dinner, beIncluded Mr. and Mrs. Matheny.
Mrs. Orian Winstead, daughter of sides the honorees and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Matheny, Mr. Win- Buckingham were Mrs. Leland
WAS
stead, Mrs. Blaine Baker of Bir- Jewell, Miss Ouida Jewell, Mrs.
mingham. Alabama and Mrs. Lucy- Day Bennett. Mrs. Eph
Charlie Smith, of Paris, Tennes- Dawes, Mrs. Harry Bloodworth,
see. Mrs. Baker and Mrs. Smith Mrs. Buddy Carver, Mrs. Vernon
are nieces of Mrs. Matheny and McAlister, Mrs. Emogene Brown,
IANT
WAS
Mrs. Nina Boaz, Mrs. Bobby Buckwere present at the marriage.
The register table held a small ingham, Miss Fredia Mansfield and
arrangement of yellow roses and a Miss Linda Cardwell.
white and gold pen tied with a
"Harvest Time" will be the
gold bow. Miss Elizabeth Wilkins
theme of the Garden DepartWAS
of Memphis was at the register.
ment's annual flower exhibit at
Mrs. Horace Reams was in
10..
the general meeting of the Womcharge of the gift tables. Mrs. RobNovember
Friday,
on
Club
an's
ert Batts assisted in receiving the
at three o'clock at the club
guests. The large refreshment table 6,
home.
was draped in a floor length white
INSTANT
As is the custom, the Garden
taffeta cloth. At intervals around
L HOUSE
MAXWEL
to
ribbons
WAS
present
will
Department
the table were clusters of golden
flowers
the
various
in
the
winners
sprayberries and festoons of gold
and fruit and vegetable arrangeed ivy which were caught in bows
of gold satin and tulle. Similar ments.
The list is as follows:
arrangements were tied to the
branched silver candelabra and the Horticulture Specimens:
gold ivy encircled the beautiful
1. Rose Specimens—any kind
and unusual tiered anniversary of color;
cake. The cake was decorated with
2. Rose arrangements;
gold roses and other ornamental
3. Chrysantremurn Specimen
gold colored designs. The cake was any kind or color;
topped with a cluster of gold satin
arrange4. Chrysanthemum
bells backed with gold lilies of ments;
Crystal
tulle.
the valley and gold
punch bowls were at either end of Miscellaneous
the table.
5. Late mixed garden flowers or
Assisting in serving the guests foliage;
were Mrs. Alan Jones who served
G. Dried arrangements;
the cake, Mrs. Herbert Golder and
7. Fruit and vegetables—mixed;
Mrs. Joe Mac Reed who served
8. All Fruit;
punch and Mrs. William Smith,
9. All Vegetables;
Mrs. Gene Bard, Mrs. Jimmie Mc10. House Plants;
Minn. and Mrs. Paul Wright.
11. Gourd arrangement;
The committee offers the followFor the recevtion Mrs. MaCAMPBELL'S MEAT
Aheny chose a jewel blue after- ing arrangement suggestions1. "Autumn Unconfirmed" — a
noon dress of imported Chantilly
4.
lace and chiffon over matching beautiful arrangement of flowers,
to
and
vegetables.
was
appliqued
fruit
lace
The
taffeta.
CAMPBELL'S
2. "Past and Present" — an arthe chiffon yoke in a scroll design.
/. 'it
The chiffon also formed a draped rangement of flowers or vegeL
VEG.
Varieties
be
t.
cummerbund and a long floating tables—one or the other many
side panel. Her accessories match- part of the arrangement or used
ed her dress and she wore a white u an accessory.
3. "Time of Plenty"—an argolden throated orchid tied with
rangement suggesting the Harvest.
UNDERWOOD DEVIL
metallic gold ribbon.
4. "A Frosty Morning"—comMrs. Winstead wore a sheath
styled dress of taupe re-embroid- position of flowers and other plant
ered lace over taffeta. The bodice material.
5. "Thanksgiving"—an arrangefeatured a deep collar which terHORMEL
minated in a stylized taffeta bow ment for a family Thanksgiving
Dinner.
at the high waistline.
Around 160 guests called during
On October 15 the Chestnut
the afternoon. Out of town guests
EAGLE BRAND
Included Mrs. Charlie Smith, Mr. Glade Home Demonstration Club
Eve,yr,• Brummitt Smith of Paris, Tennes- celebrated its 37th anniversary at
Burke.
see, Mrs. Blaine Baker of Bir- the home of Mrs. Jim
t
mingham, Alabama, Mr. and Mrs.
be
observed
will
Night"
"Dad's
Tennessee,
Greenfield,
Ben Travis,
Reynolds Aluminum
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lee, Mr. and by the West Fulton P-TA ThursMrs. Herbert Lee, Mr. and Mrs. day evening at 7:30, the meeting
to be held in the Farm Room of
C. H. Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs.
the high school. Speakers for the
Douglas Brutnrnitt of Martin. Tenoccasion will be Frank H. Wiednessee, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Brumoviy NORTHERN
mer, Customer Relations Manager
mitt of Nashville, Tennessee, Mr.
and
Paducah,
of
Bell
of Southern
[01•VP•?;0.
and Mrs. R. B. Haynes of KanFrank Still, also of Paducah, who
sas City, Kansas, Mr. and Mrs.
in
Defense
Civil
of
director
the
ir
Joe
Rennie Bushart. Mr. and Mrs.
the McCracken area, the highest
E ay )
Winstead of Dresden. Tennessee.
ranking civil defense unit in the
L
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Bushart of
United States.
no..< r
Wingo, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs.
Turner Purcell and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parkhurst of
Hubert Wilkins of Cayce, Ky.
Los Angeles have returned to their
California after visiting
Mrs. Ray Jones of Columbus home in
with her father, Harry Gorvisited relatives in Fulton Tues- here
don and other relatives. The Parkday.
hursts have recently returned from
LIBBY'S STRAINED
VrtV PAV
European tour. They
Mrs. Wilma Spencer of Bruce- a five-month
Low
in Spain, Germany, Italy,
ton and Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Belew visited
Plc! •
and other points in
of Yuma. Tenn., have returned Switzerland
home after visiting the latter's Europe.
LIBBY'S CRUSHED
eveRV
niece, Mrs. Ernest Willey in FulHarry Allison left Monday night
LOtAl
ton.
poct ce •
for California where he will visit
sister. Mrs. Allison's
Mrs. Elmer Mansfield and Mrs. his son and
cousin from Canada are
Jake Cardwell were honored on sirter and
EarvAIN
her.
visiting
here
dinnera
with
birthdays
their
L
RestaTerrace
Park
party at the
Ph' E
Gunter and
L.
A.
Mr.
and
Mr.
at
evening
urant last Thursday
children of Paris. Tenn., visited
o'clock.
Fulton with relatives.
SOU. GEM.
CIPE62q114
The long table, at which the Sunday in
LovJ
guests were seated, was draped in
to
go
will
Fulton
from
Several
TR.cE
a white cloth and the centerpiece
Saturday afternoon to
was a bautifully decorated birth- Paducah
Truformer President Harry
day cake. The Halloween motif hear
LIBBY'S
man speak.
VE(19
was carried out In decorations.
L.
Each honoree received nice gifts
Pf24(6
Several from Fulton attended a
from the Jolly Twelve Birthday
Legion Auxiliary lunchAmerican
manthe
from
and
members
Club
eon in Paducah Sunday.
agement of the Park Terrace.
SHOWBOAT
the
meal,
EV:.:yrt,11
delicious
Following a
Colof
Benedict
Norma
Mrs.
Lew'
of
home
club members went to the
former popular Fulton
Mrs. Louise Buckingham, where orado,
been visiting relatives
games were enjoyed during the resident, has
Fulton. in
friends
and
evening.
the
of
remainder

2 LB.
LOAF

NOW

85e

QUART
JAR

NOW

49e

MIRACLE WHIP - 59c

AMRD

TIDE

NOW

-

'=01/1111111110111ffinlIffigl

- 32c

240Z.
JAR

NOW

29r

81c

GIANT
SIZE

NOW

75'

QUART
BOTTLE

NOW

1

60Z.
JAR

NOW

89"

-

CLOROX

COFFEE

99c

TOTE

Ple

• 111011-/LM Low Every Day Prices•
out • U. S. Choice Swift's Prem. Beef •
Hardware, Kitchen Supplies• Soft Good Dt
duce Department•Plenty Free Parking •
Low Everyday Prices,Plus Top Valle Stamps,
Has It!

Merit

OLEO 15c
SOUPS

2roR350

SOUPS

2FoR29'

HAP!

LCool
pp .1 C.

MILK

FOIL

vim

47e

4 ;at Al Your Friendly 1

AT BOTI

r

4.

16 OZ.
CAN

.

ElfEe90,19
L.Crkt./
T', C1

29'

REG.
PKG.

29'

4
ROLLS

370

"COME SHOP AS YOU ARE"
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

14- .,

• t•

TISSUE
WRAP

2FoR39'
120z.
CAN

SPAN

Fa
Pi

IVt4y04,/

TEAN

BABY FOOD
PINEAPPLE
OIF

PEAS

CATSUP

PORK &BEANS

fWIrE:

REG.
PKG.

310

Fresh
MAYROSE

Di9Y
ZotAl
Pet

loOy
1.41

tri200104
,
Loy+
Pk :cr.

4 Lb.
1
/
PKG.

39'

SLAB BACON

10
JARS

970

CHITTERLING
FRESH
K STEAK

NO.2
CAN

29'

t/D4,/
Lc
i P • ctr :•

NO.303 1 00
A
CAN

EVEI2VP$4
LoW
PR I Cr

NO.300 1 00
A
CAN

PQ I fr__
el/Fri/PA/
I Oini

°Z
14
Bottle
aN3M
N

PICNIC
BY THE

Lb. 39c

.

U-TOTE-El

GROW
5 Lb. $1.49

FRESH Si

Lb. 49c BEEF

SWIFT SWEET RASHER
SLICED — TRA-PAK

22'
90

Pri

Sausage

on
3 Lb. 'RC

MARKET MADE
PURE PORK
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HERE ARE JAmPtic or onk

IIEW
EVERYDAY

NEW EVERYDAY 101A1 PRICES
WAS

PET OR CARNATION

lk

MILK

4 FOR 570

NOW

WAS

CRISCO

NOW

82'

NOW

35'

1 LB.
CAN

NOW

69'

1 POUND
CARTON

NOW

27'

89c

-

WAS

HERSHEY'S

41c tg.

COCOA
COCOA

WAS
II.
/

PARKAY

WAS

HERSHEY'S

S
E
C
I
R
P
)0 NEW CUSTOMERS

TOTE

A

29c

OLEO

Club. (See Diary).

CUTRITE

WAS

PAPER

c

•

HUNT'S

EM

1".
BOX

NOW

270

NO. 21/2
CAN

NOW

29'

REG.
CAN

NOW

29'

WAS

35c

PEACHES STARKIST GREEN LABEL

TUNA

Iry Day Prices•Frozen Foods, Quick Check's Prem. Beef • Complete Line Of Drugs,
S• Soft Good Department • Modern Pror Free Parking • All National Brands Al
Top Value Stamps, You Name It 11-TOTE-131

WAS

3k

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

SOUP

111

WAS

lk

MI

REG.
CAN

3

NOW

Park Lane

350

FOR

1/2 Gal.

Ice Cream

•

r4re

• t

_Ann

COLONIAL

SUGAR
I

qoAy
oW

PLAIN OR DROWN

10
Ll3S.

080

2
PKGS.

29'

. 1'

SUGAR
LIBBY

NO. 303 950
CAN ‘ia

COCKTAIL

Lb.

LIBBY
NO. 303 1 70
A
CAN

PEAS

Factory

LIBBY LIMA
0 V
fi;

Packed

EVp
L

WITH COUPON

144

-r

(

BEANS

NO. 303 9M0
CAN &ego

LOt.'

CALUMET BAKING

.•

POWDER

(5 •

ALL FLAVORS

AT BOTTOM OF PAGE

,Ae`*

k. tit 00149
L.0V•1
FR CF.

JELLO
•!,

OATS

POST-TENS
Pk.-Tk..14 PAN

;1 v6g.

Lb.

t.

Peanut Butter
PUREX

PIECE

Lb. 39c U-TOTE-EM FAMOUS
- GROUND BEEF
Lb. $1.49

TIDE

FRESH SLICED

.

29c

SUGAR

1O.LB

59c

With this Coupon and $5.00 Additional Grocery Purchase, Excluding Tobacco. Coupon Good
only at U-TOTE-EM. One Coupon Linilt Per Person.
OCT. 22-23-24

89c

•

ti.

woo

1.0

rs CL

Pride of Illinois No.

•

COL)P0A1 SPEC!

3
PKGS.

27°

400Z.
PKG.

39'

REG.
PKG.

39°

120Z.
JAR

39'

Quart
JAR

17'

Large
PKG.

30'

REG.
CAN

29'

• t

DRANO

Lb. 39c

-

Lb. 49c BEEF LIVER

950
‘a

•

/.4,••••

3 Lb.

-

1 LB.
CAN

QUAKER

Your Friendly U-TOTE-EM
Quantities Prices Good Thru. Oct. 22, 23, 24th.

I NIC
I

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Matheny of Fulton Celebrated their Golden
Wedding Anniversary Sunday with open house at the One and All

I.0 N."'
Et'

CORN

VERY DO'

WELCH GRAPE

401,1['ma
,1

fvEt..\1 0);•1
•I. 0v,
rulct

1.1

: lEgT04;
PrItt-

r

33'

•

2Fc.25
1.1rego01
Loy.,"
pr&IC E

CHEER

for

200Z. 250
s-P
JAR

JELLY
Bri-Tex. Bleach
BLUE

2

Sisr 3o0

units to give active support on the
state and local level to those
agencies that are sponsoring legislation or programs to control the
spread of gambling devices, undesirable movies and magazines.
etc., that contribute to the deThe First District PTA Confer- linquency of Kentucky children.
Saton
at
held
Mayfield
was
ence
11. We urge support of federal
urday, October 16th and was atn for schoolhouse conlegislatio
Mrs.
tended by Mrs. J. D. Hales,
struction to provide classrooms
John Joe Campbell, Mrs. M. W.
needed and to improve the present
Blankenship and Mrs. Bobby
economic situation We also enScates.
dorse and support the legislation
A short business session in the
of the National Congress of Pardisby
a
followed
was
morning
ents and Teachers relating to chilcussion of various school prob- dren and
youth: namely, health,
lems.
welfare and civil defense.
The big event of the day was the
12. De endorse traffic safety
approval by the First District of
legislation proposed by the Dethe 14-point legislative program
partment of Public Safety, e. g.,
sponsored by the state PTA. The periodic driver examination, perprogram will be presented at the iodic vehicle checks, and driv
next session of the State Legisla- education in our high schools.
ture and is similar to the 9-point
13. In order to implement the
program recently endorsed by the above program, we urge the 1960
KEA.
General Assembly to enact a proThe PTA 14-point program is as gram for public education as recfollows:
ommended by the local citizens
1. The free textboog program committee throughout Kentucky.
the
in
ted
incorpora
be
should
14. We recommend that a proFoundation Program Law, with an gram of giving mental health coninsure
adequate appropriation to
sultation to the schools of Keneach child in the public schools tucky be studied.
the necessary textbooks grade 1
Luncheon was served at the
through 8.
Merit Club House and M.Rus2. We endorse the new trans- sell Snyder of Henderson, State
portation formula that has been vice-president of PTA, made a
developed by a thorough study and short speech.
urge an appropriation necessary to
Acknowledgements of awards
put it into operation.
were made during the afternoon
3. The amount of current ex- session.
penses should be adjusted to meet
the present needs of a desirable
classroom situation, with special
attention being given to increased
needs for instructional material,
On Wednesday morning the folsick leave and fixed charges.
4. We recommend that salaries lowing were patients in local hosIn Kentucky be raised to equal the pitals:
national average for qualified de- Hillview Hospitalgree teachers at the time the proSyd Prestwich, Sarasota, Fla.,
gram goes into effect.
Gary Wayne Milam, Fulton, Mrs.
outlay
capital
5. The amount for
Paul Roach, Fulton, Mrs. Ervin
should be adjusted to meet the Shaeffer, Fulton, Oscar Mills, Fulpresent needs for new classrooms ton, Mrs. James Earl Sadler and
and to replace obsolete rooms, baby, Crutchfield, Harold Wallace.
with attention given to legislation Route 1, Fulton, Miss Maude Sisto establish a state school building son, Dukedom, Chip Crocker. Fulauthority to issue revenue bonds ton, Calvin Zickafoose, Fulton.
at the state level for local school Mrs. Ferrell Joyner, Union City.
districts unable to do so.
Jimmy McClendon, Fulton, Vyron
6. As the level of the services Mitchell, Jr., Fulton, Mrs. Mary
of the Foundation Program is Patton, Fulton, Mrs. Jessie Taylor.
raised and extended, the state and Fulton, Edmond McGowan, Fullocal school district must assume ton, Phillip Wiley, Fulton, and
their share of financial support. Mrs. Charles Dickson, Fulton.
We recommend the removal of
restrictions which prevent a local Fulton Hospital Brenda Stephens, Crutchfield.
school district from determining
the amount of financial support Mrs. Charlie Thomas, Fulton, Mrs.
they deside to provide for their Lennie Henley, Columbus, Mrs. L.
M. Milner, Fulton, Route 3, Mrs.
program of education.
J. M. Bradley. Wingo, Route 1,
expanded
be
should
ServiM
7.
Mrs. Herman Thompson. Fulton,
to include a langa school term Harry Sublette, Sr., Cayce, Peggy
followthe
to
given
with attention
Reams, Fulton, Carter Olive, Fuling areas: (a) gifted children; (b) ton, Mrs. 0. B. Powers, Union
handicapped children; (c) kinderCity, Route 4. Ira Mae Hurt, Hickgarten; (d) adult education; and man, Route 3, Mrs. Debbie Gris.
programs
testing
special
(e)
som, Water Valley. Route 2, Larry
8. Adequate financial support Stewart, Wingo, Route 1, Ruth Elshould be provided for the state len Pruett, Fulton, Route 3, Mrs.
colleges and the University of A. G. Campbell, Cayce, Joe ForKentucky to tike care of increased rest Campbell, Fulton, Route 4.
enrollment and the training of ad- Ralph Bostick, Clinton, Route 4
ditional tearhers.
Dona Vaughn, Fulton, Route I.
9. We recommend increased fi- Sherrell Demons, Fulton, Route 1.
nancial support in programs of
Mrs. Burnett Wilson, Clinton.
education for youths beyond high Mrs. James Wilson, Fulton. Route
school at non-college level, with 3, Will McDade. Fulton, Route 3
emphasis on trades, industrial Willie Starks. Fulton, Mrs. Mike
education, agricultural education, Fry. Fulton, J. E. Smith, Clinton
office training, distributive oc- Route 3.
cupations, and all other such
Jones Hospital groups. ,
Mrs. Harly Shupe. Fulton, Mrs.
10. We continue to urge local
J. S. Mills, Fulton, Corvell Collins, Fulton, D. J. Griffith, PalRed Devils Play
mersville. Mrs. B. C. Lintz, DukeMrs. Finis Sandling, Fulton,
dom,
Friday
Dresden Here
Mrs. Pearl Newton. Fulton.
J. S. Mills. Fulton, Mrs. Henry
The South Fulton Red Devils
will play the Dresden football Bethel, Fulton, Mrs. Fronie Dunn.
Union City, Mrs. W. T. Edwards
team here Friday night.
Water Valley. Mrs. Ella Clark,
Wingo.
BIRTHDAY
Mrs. Lindy Henley and baby
Congratulations to young R. Columbus. Mrs. R. G. Fozzard ane
Paul Westpheling. who will cele- baby, Fulton, Mrs. Herbie Cathe3
brate his 12th birthday on Friday, and baby. Fulton, and Mrs. Sam
Hutchens, Fulton.
October 28.

Terry Norman
PTA Delegates
Attend Conference

HOSPITAL NEWS
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Withanks, Brown
To Attend Meeting
M. C. V/ilbanks of Rt. 5, Fulton will represent Southern States
Cooperative members in this area
as a delegate to the Cooperative's
36th annual stockholders meeting
at Richmond, Va. on October 22
and 23. Also attending will be
Gene H. Brown, manager, of
Southern States Cooperative service agency in this section.*
General Manager Howard H.
Gordon will present his annual report of operations on Thursday
morning, October 22. He will be
aided by Comptroller Maurice
Armbrecht and W. T. Steels and J.
K. Givens, directors of the cooperative's Wholesale and Community Service Divisions, respectively.
Southern States President W. N.
Stoneman, of near Richmond; Va.,
will preside at most of the sessions and will also deliver the
president's annual message to the
delegates.
This year's meeting will also
feature an open forum session for
delegates, a merchandising -program for agency personnel and an
address by humorist Edmund
Harding.
An attendance of over 2.000
delegates, guests and the cooperative's own personnel from a
six-state region is expected.

Expertly Prepared—
Washed—Laboratory
Tessed—Frte Bunting
—lily to Pare. Perfectly used for furnace,
stove. stoker.

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

Mast

Suit Filed To
Oust Darnell
At Hickman

THESE WOMEN!

Rev. Drace Is New
Pastor At Hickman
The Rev. J. T. Drees, former
pastor of the South Fulton Baptist
Church,tuks accepted the pastorate
of the First Baptist Church at
Hickman. Bro. Drace will preach
his first official sermon Sunday,
Oct. 15 after preaching a trial sermon several weeks ago.

Ferris Owens of Troy. Tenn.,
escaped serious injuries, when
his automobile left the highway
and ovverturned approximately
six times landing in a field at
the edge of the city limits on
Highway 45 Sunday evening at
VAIh JIM PRYOR
For the past four years Bro.
8:30.
Wheel
Gruel
ilaileshosnl sums.anis
Drace has served as pastor of the
Owens was taken to the Obion
First Baptist Church, Henderson.
SHEEFMEN TAKE STOCK
County General' Hospital at UnTenn,
FLOCK
YOUR
OF
ion City in a Hornbeak ambuNow is the time to take stock of lance. He was treated for cuts
Bro. Drace, who Is married and
your flock if you haven't done so and bruises then dismissed.
has two sons, succeeds Bro. Joe E.
already. Now is the time to make
Owens was traveling south on Franklin, who resigned at the
sure that all your ewes are bred. the Fulgham Highway, and when Hickman church two months ago.
If not be sure the ram is in good he came onto Highway 45 at the
condition and runs with the flock. northeast edge of the city limits,
February and March are the instead of turning either right
best times for your lambs to get or left onto the highway, Owens
here. Some sheepmen have early crossed the highway into a field
breeders and have lambs coming and overturned several times.
Is late December, thus taking adThe car he was driving apvantage of the Easter market. This peared to be a total wreck. Pete's
Try the New Chain Saw
market averages $5.00 higher than wrecker towed the car to a
Lambs garage. Deputy Sheriff Billy
later
markets.
top
other
Champ...tho NEW
S•
,""'t.4414
that are dropped early have less Westmoreland, Highway PatrolfkbeWeem
trouble with internal parasites man Duck Smith and Fulton
and this means money in the city police investigated the acpocket to the sheepman. Just be- cident.
cause the lambs are early is no
reason to neglect lambs because
they too can be heavily infested Services To Bo Held
with worms.
011 JOW
At Mt. Zion Church
Keep phenothiatine salt before
follow
elletrme
the flock at all times and
Services for Mrs. Mary R. BusiFIS Mut
The Gateway Restaurant on the drench scheciiile as outlined by hart, 90, who died in Tampa. Fla.,
Three Graves County youths are Highway 45-E north of Martin your County Agricultural Exten- Sunday at 10 p. m., will be held
being held in jai at Hickman in was robbed of approximately sion office. Then, are changes that Thursday at 2 p. m. at the Mt.
have been made within the last Zion Cumberland Presbyterian
connection with the theft of articles from a store and from a fill- $200.00 at 3 a. m. Monday. Dick two years and it is most important Church. The Rev. Joe C. Gardner,
McIntyre, owner and operator that you follow a strict drench assisted by the Rev. Oakley Wooding station at Cayce.
of the cafe, said that be was program. It goes without saying side. will officiate. Burial will be
207 Fourth SC
Officials said goods valued at robbed by a tall,
Plume 111
slender man, that more losses are caused by in- in the church cemetery.
$1,000 had been recovered. Other
a
stranger, who had
been ternal parasites than by the dredarticles, valued at about $200. have
"hanging around the place" all ded enemy, stray dogs. It is more
not been found. ,
evening.
economical to buy the phenothiaHeld on charges of breaking and
zinc and salt separately then mix
Mr.
McIntyre
told
police
that
entering are Ray Cresson, 19,
it yourself. To mix, use one part
he
didn't
see
a
car
that
the
could
Mayfield Rt. 4, and Gene McKinphenothiazine to nine parts salt.
There is a general tendency to take out Life Insurney, 19. and Howard McKinney, have left in after the robbery.
This should be mixed well and
21, brothers, both of Mayfield. An- aBTh mhb wLhv
ance and let it go at that. It is very practical to prokeep before the flock every day of
other boy, 17, will face juvenile
the year.
tect the insurance investment and go at least one
authorities in Graves County in
If you are planning on buying
connection with the thefts. His
step further. Check up on Funeral Matters, make
replacements, the ewe lambs are
name was withheld.
your thoughts known in detail at least to your famithe best buy. A big growthy lamb
The three older youths were
will develop into a ewe that will
ly and to do it right include the Funeral Director of
held for grand jury action Monbe a profit maker from the lamb
day. The bonds were set at $1,000
YOUR choice. Death is a problem. It is inevitable
Fulton's Bulldogs scored 21 crop as well as the wool. This type
each.
and it really is not fair to leave all the many details
points in the final half to come ewe is very desirable for our
Included in the thefts were
from behind and trounce Critten- small farm flocks.
to
others at a time when everything can be so conchain saws, oil, anti-freeze and
Do not keep ewes in a closed
den County 27-7 in a game played
power mower parts. The thefts
fusing.
at Marion Friday night. Friday barn. In open weather, outside is
took place Friday night between
The HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME has been in
night's win gives the locals a 5-1 the order of the day for the flock.
11:30 and 12 and the arrest of the
record for the season, with the When inside plenty of ventilation
this
line of work for over 35 years. You can depend
three young men took place on
Murray Tigers handing Fulton it's Is needed, but not a draft. Many
Saturday morning.
upon us for practical help and agvice.
sineepmen rely on an open shelter
lone loss of the season to date.
The places burgarized were the
for the flock to run under in foul
The Bulldogs go to Morganfield
Cayce Pipeline Service Station and
weather until lambing season.
this
week
to
battle
the
strong
a chain saw repair shop next door,
If you have late lambs on hand
Guerrillas,
then
play the "Big and they are fat, sell them now. If
owned by Paul Jones.
Ambulance Service
Entrance was gained by break- game" with their Tennersee rivals they are still small hold them
from South Fulton on Thursday,
ing a glass in the front door.
over until spring. Ewes that have
Phone
7
Fulton, Ky.
A passerby saw the car the boys October 29.
lambs that are just now market
Serve
We
Serve
To
Again
were driving parked in front of
weight should go to the BAR-BEthe business and turned in the
CUE PIT.
license number to police authorities, according to Deputy Sheriff,
Zdd Clark of Hickman.

The Fulton County board of
Circuit
to
turned
education
Court Friday in its effort to oust
Bearl Darnell from his job as
superintendent of Fulton County
schools.
The board twice has voted 3-2
to discharge Darnell and has
hired J. C. McClellan to succeed
him. Darnell said after both
votes, however, that he would
not step down until the courts
told him to do so.
McClellan has been serving as
His
superintendent.
assistant
contract as superintendent runs
to June 30, 1960, at which time
Robert Summers is under a
board contract to take over as
superintendent.
Darnell contends that be has
a four-year contract.
In the lawsuiti, filed in the
court of Judge Elvis J. Stahr
Sr., the anti-Darnell members of
the board contend that McClellan is superintdent now and that
Summers will be July 1, 1960.
They say Darnell is an "usurper of the office" and the court is
asked to make him "cease and
desist" from holding it.
Darnell, the board charged, vacated the office when he failed
to take the oath of office within 10 days after his contract was
renewed. The board has challenged Darnell to produce proof
that he took the oath and has
asked the court to force him to
produce the record.
The board also wants the
court to say just when the office
was vacated "if Darnell every
qualified at all" and whether
after July 1 he "was a holdover
or a usurper."
Darnell's pay also was made
an issue in thhihss uwaltse
an issue in the lawsuit.
The board asked the court to
decide whethehr the superintendent had
violated the state
pecuniary interest law by receiving payments in excess of
$25 a year for reimbursement of
cafeteria trucking expenses and
by receipt of pay by his wife
for services at the school since
July 1, 1956.
Th!he two pro-Darnell members
of the board actually were made
defendants in the action. They
are James G. Shaw and Earl
Taylor.
The anti-Darnell. faction wants
to know whether Shaw and
Taylor "abused their discretion
by voting against removal of
Darnell."
In so many words they contended that the two men had
no right to vote the way they
did and asked the court to issue
a mandamus requiring them to
ZACHARY TAYLOR
change their action to be against
Darnell.
The 12th President of the
Another issue raised by the United States, Zachary Taylor, is
board concered alleged service bulled in the center of the Nationby Darnell as treasurer of the al Cemetery at Louisville near the
spot where he lived when elected.

board of education. The board
members seeking his removal
contended in the lawsuit that
he served in the possition and
that this was improper.
In doing so, they said, Darnell
became his own paymaster.
The three board members who
are opposed to Darnell are Bill
Mitchell, M. 0. Champion and
C A. Turner.

esmeisto Mock in
Weft 111.mitacky

Troy Man Escapes
Serious Injuries
In Auto Wreck

1,A€24440
.

Barnette
Tractor Company

DO YOU 11110W

Bulldogs Win
Over Crittenden

llorabeak Funeral Home

RAILROAD FEATHERBEDDING:

$1.30 hall on'

$500,000,000 LOSS
TO THE NATION -INCLUDING YOU-EVERY YEAR

You pay for it every time you shop, because
featherbedding costs are hidden in the price of
everything you buy.
Obsolete union work rules, involving the railroad operating employees,are responsible for this
gigantic burden. Right now, for instance, these
rules require every diesel locomotive to carry a
fireman — even though diesels have no fires to
stoke, no boilers to tend.
The forthcoming negotiations between the railroads and the unions are urgently important to
the whole nation.
In asking the unions to drop these featherbedding
rules, all the railroads ask for is a fair day's

• $ 3.75 Fifth

• 90 Proof

HIRAM WALKER, INC., PEORIA. ILL.
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Featherbedding on the neAroads — pay for work
not done or not needed — is costing the American people the shocking total of more than
$500,000,000 a year.

• STRAIGHT BOURBON
• 4 YEARS OLD
• 90 PROOF
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work for a fair day's pay.
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Senator John Sherman Cooper
To Address West Kentuckians

around town with

Insurance Men
Aitend Meeting
Fred Gibson a n d Leonard
Wheeler, both of Fulton, attended
the annual business meeting and
luncheon of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company's Veterans Association at the Sheraton Hotel in
Louisville Tuesday.
They are both representatives of
the company. Membership in the
association is made up of persons
employed by the campany for at
least 20 years.

West Kentuckians will have the (Channel 6) in Paducah, and at
opportunity to meet and hear 7:00 will address a crowd of about
United States Senator John Sher- 400 expected to attend the DistriCt
Dinner at Hotel Irvin Cobb. Saturday the Senator will be in Benton at 9:30 a. in., Murray at 11:00;
Mayfield at 1:00 p. m. for a lunchJune McClanahan, my pal Jennings Bryan Kearby of Crutcheon meeting at the Merit Clothing
and co-worker at the News off- field.
Dining Room and will conclude his
ice, has gone into semi-retireBack a short time ago Gov. Haptour with a speaking appearance
ment for a while, and I sure py Chandler honored Mr. Kearby,
in Marion at 6:30 p. m.
Fulton Boy Is
will miss her. In a few weeks who has worked for the U. S.
Friday night at 8:15 a districtshe and her husband, John Earl, Mail Service out of here for the
wide radio broadcast of the Sen- Gownsnien At Sinvanee
will have a little new addition past forty years, by bestowing upInstallation of 100 University of
District Dinner Address will
ator's
gave
June
and
family,
Kento their
on hime the honored title of
be carried by WDXR, WKYB, and the South students into the Order
up most of her duties at the tucky Colonel.
WPAD,Paducah; and WNES(FM) of Gownsmen was conducted at
News to make ready for "his"
Col. Kearby is the father of
Sewanee, Tenn. recently. The
Central City.
arrival.
Jennings, a lawyer working for
As Senator Coopers speech will students, all of whom must mainJ.
D.
Mrs.
Frankfort,
dal and the State at
June is a fine
conflict with WFUL'S sp or ta tain good scholastic standing to
you couldn't find a nicer per- (Frances) Murchison of Fulton,
schedule, his speech will be re- receive and retain membership, reson to work with. She's so sweet Route 1, and Mrs. W. T. (Marion)
broadcast Saturday morning, Oct. ceived their black, acadmic gowns
Eblen of Lexington.
and even-tempered.
24, at 8:30 a. m.. according to sta- on th university's Founders' Day.
Kearby,
Col.
s,
Congratulation
bookJune will continue to be
tic() manager, Mrs. Paul Westphel- October 10.
The new gownmen include
keeper for the News and will suh!
ing.
drop in to see us ever so often.
who writes a pop- Bernard Allen Maloney of Fulton.
Cooper,
Mrs.
- She and John Earl moved
We understand that the Lions
ular column carried by many Kenover the weekend from South Club Minstrel practices are comtucky newspapers, will join her the waist and black accessorie. She
belonghouse
COOPER
new
JOHN SHERMAN
Fulton to the
husband in Paducah, and will be wore pink rose buds with baby
ing along fine, especially the girls
ing to Martha Smith, out north and the minstrel choruses. Robert
on WDXR Radio Fri- breath.
interviewed
Saturday,
and
Friday
Cooper,
man
for
nice
of town. This will be
The bride is a graduate from
president, said that October 23 and 24. friday, the day morning at 1:05. Tickets to
club
Burrow,
June, as she will be near her practice sessions will start soon on
Senator will visit Hartford, Ken- the District Dinner in Paducah, on Peaks Mill High School of Frankparents. Mr. and Mrs. Mollie
the specialty numberr.
tucky, at 10:00 a. m. and Green- Friday night are available at the fort of the class of 1958 and is
King.
District Republican Headquarters, now employed at the Farmer's
A couple of the members of the ville at 1:30 p. m.
Taking June's place in the cast will have to be replaced. Mr.
Hotel Irvin Cobb. Paducah, Phone Bank and Trust Co. of Frankfort.
Senator
evening,
that
6:00
At
office is a bright young UT Burrow said. as Harold Wiley, Cooper will appear on WPSD-TV 3-2112.
The groom is a graduate of Fuljournalism student. He is Bill friendly Southern Bell manager,
gham High School of the class of
Hays, step-son of the late W. W. will be leaving here soon, after
1954 and is now employed in the
Jones of Martin. Bill, like my- receiving a promotion to city
Teacher Retirement System of
News
the
self, will work for both
Kentucky.
manager at Paducah. and John
and Radio Station WFUL. At Sullivan of Ferry-Morse will be in
After a short trip to western
WFUL he will be announcer in California on a business trip on the
Kentucky and Tennessee, the
the late afternoons.
young couple are now at home at
dates of the minstrel.
Born in Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
A wedding of interest to friends performing he double-ring cere- 191% East Main Street. Frankfort.
The Lions Club minstrel will be
1950
in
blue
royal
a
Tennessee
wore
bride
The
Bill moved to
held on Monday and Tuesday and relatives is that of Miss Bar- mony.
when his mother married Mr. nights. Nov. 9 and 10th, at Carr In- bara Camden, daughter of Mr. and wool jersey street-length dress
Jones.
Mrs. F.. A. Camden of Frankfort, with white hat and gloves ond
rtitute.
Bill is a senior in Journalism
to Billy Childers of Frankfort, son black shoes. She carried flowers of
DRIVE-1N THEATRE
baby breath
at the University of Tennessee
Fulton's oldest citizen, Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Childers of white rose buds with
Tau
Delta
RI., OCT. 21-22-23
of
Bible.
white
WED.-THUR.-F
a
member
of
top
on
a
and
Ethel Byrd. who will be 105 years Water Valley.
(Starts at 8:30)
Their attendants were Mr. and
Delta Fraternity, of which he old on December 19, received a
The wedding took place OcUNWED MOTHER
was secretary of his pledge nice writeup, along with her pic- tober 9, in the parsonage of the Mrs. Eddie D. Ward. Mrs. Ward
With Norma Moore
class and later rush chairman ture, in the Paducah Sun-Demo- Bethel Baptist Church in Frank- was dressed in an ice blue street(Also: starts at 7:00)
for one year.
Byrd was rec- fort with the \ Rev. Charles Gaba length dress with lace inserts at
Mrs.
Saturday.
crat
JOY RIDE
Re is a member of St. John's ently given a free hearing aid by
With Ann Doran
Episcopal Church at Martin.,
CenHearing
Tate
of
Tate
Charles
While at UTMB his first two ter in Paducah
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
years of college, he was Feature
(Starts at 8:35)
Editor for The Volette, the
BLOOD ARROW
In this month's issue of "Cavschool paper.
With Scott Brady
At UT he worked with the alier" magazine there is a hunt(Also: starts at 7:00 & 9:45)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones of member of the basketball team.
university radio station, WUOT, ing story concerning the suban- ject which is the safest color for Route 4. Hickman, Ky. are today He is now employed by the Jones
ALASKA PASSAGE
as program assistant and
and Grain company of Woodland Mills.
With Bill Williams
nouncer He also worked briefly hunters to wear. The article is announcing the engagement
TV headed "Red or Yellow? the approaching marriage of their
at one of the Knoxville
No
formal
are
being
invitations
SUN.-MON.-TUES., OCT. 25-26-27
Battle Rage," and mentions the daughter, Miss Eva Margaret sent for the wedding, but
stations.
friends
(Starts at 7:00 & 9:00)
car
17,
of
Mr.
son
Oct.
Pruett,
Jones, to Larry
hunting accident on
back riding, painting sports
and relatives of the couple are inCOUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
195d. whiich took the life of Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Pruett of Route vited.
racing, and tennis.
With Deborah Kerr
Edward D. Hays, former con- M. W. Blankenship. popular 2, Union City.
Dr.
Blankenship
doctor.
Missouri.
Fulton
from
will
gressman
The Rev. Howard Courtney
At UT he worked with the was killed by a Nebraska hun- officiate at the double ring cereproWestthe
in
as
Baldwin,
station
Perry
ter,
university radio
mony -November 15 at the East
gram assistant and announcer. ern Colorado mountains. when Hickman Baptist church.
one
Mr Baldwin mistook Dr. Blank- 'Miss Jones, the granddaughter
He also worked briefly at
of thhe Knoitville TV stations. enship for an ft.' The article of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Wilson and
His special interests are horse- says that Dr. Blankenship was /Err. Laura Jones of Hickman and
back riding. painting, and sports dressed completely in red at the the late Mr. Jones. is a graduate
time. Baldwin was charged with of Fulton County High school
car racing.
Bill is • nephew of the late involuntary manslaughter.
where she was an officer in the
Hays. former
David Edward
club. She is presently emBeta
statesm an
Johnny Jones, son of Mr. and ployed in the office of Ferryand
congressman
Mrs. Stanley Jones of Fulton,
from Missouri.
Morse Seed cornvany in Fulton,
has pledged Sigma P1 FraterKy.
a
Illinois
is
he
Miss,
where
Ole
at
nity
the
of
issue
In the latest
The bridegroom-elect is the
Central Magazine there is a pic- freshman. Young Jones is maj- grandson of Mrs. W. B. Pfuett of
of
oring in engineering.
ture of Mary Alice Coleman
Route 2, Union City and the late
Fulton, along with three other
Mr. Pruett. He graduated from
We had quite a time recently
women employees of the I. C. The
Woodland Mills High school He
pictures accompany a story en- at the district B&PW rally at was president of his senior class
Following
the
have!"
Hotel.
Kenlake
the
women
ideas
titled "Att. the
and the student body and was a
The article is about the railroad's banquet, Mother and I were ingroup
Mayfield
the
join
pays
vited to
Suggestion System. which
employees money for suggestions for a get-together in their suite. Owensboro women. In they all
Because of our colds, we decid- came, and insisted that we go
that are'adopted.
The article states that Mary ed to turn in after having a with Ahem to see their teepee
Alice. who is clerk in the mechani- barbecue and coffee at a cafe (B&PW members from the First
District were dressed as Indians
cal department here, has collected up the ways.
Mother and I were dressed for the occasion). Away we all
more than $1,100 for suggestions of
in went for a bull-session around
better whys of doing the work of in our nighhtclothes, sitting
the middle of our beds rolling the teepee.
the railroad.
About 1.30 a. m. everyone got
Congratulations, Mary Alice. up our hair, when around midYou are doing OK. I would say. night there came a loud knock hungry and wanted coffee, so
Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
Josephine Poyner. that delightWhen I worked for the I. C. I won at the door.
Upon opening the door I ful Mayfield B&PW president,
quite a few dollars with suggestions, but nothing to compare with foUnd there in a circle around and I went to see what could
your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy
our door sitting crossed-legged be found. The man at the desk
you!
on the floor was the Mayfield in the lobby was a nice man and
It's Colonel Kearby now for Mr. crew, along with some of the called up the gent in the kitof your automobile!
chen, asking him to unlock the
were
two
ladies
as
door
kitchen
coming down to talk with him.
Well, he proved to be a nice
man, too, and we ended up with
a snack of coffee, cookies and
rolls enough for everyone.

Ouida Jewell
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l'hru Saturday!

Adult Entertainment For Adults Only
— All Seats 600 —
You've navvy met a woman Wee.-

wommait
lilie WI/
Oman. mefl _a

Also: Island Empire & Kiddie League (Cartoon)

Sunday - Monday & Tuesday
THERE'S
NOM

UKE
THE
THRILL
OF
ME

Barbara Camden Becomes Bride Of
Billy Childers At Frankfort, Ky.

STARLITE

Eva Margaret Jones Is To Wed
Larry Pruett On November 10th

Now Showing

FBI
STORY
A MILES
JAMES SIEWARTIER
4
S,
'APPRIP410

FROM

WARNER BROS.

AMERVYN LEROY.

.
TECHNICOLOR

118FIEDI
RICI
SDTPD

J044 TVIST CP=Ibrls

Also — Latest News Events!!

NOW! USE OUR NEW

DRIVE-IN

WINDOW

30-

WADE'S USED

Nice Up-Right Piano
•
Nice Chifferobe
Book Case and Desk Combined
Platform Rocker
1/2 Roll-Away Bed
Living Room Suites, from
Dining Table and Chairs, from
Odd Chairs
Used Motors
Nice Bedroom Suite
Nice Baby Bed and Mattress
Electric Stoves—PRICED RIGHT
Refrigerators
Warm Morning Stoves,from
9 x 12 Rugs

$75.00
$17.50
$22.50
$14.95
$17.50
$12.50
$12.50
$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$65.00
$24.95

$65.00
$22.50
$ 5.95

—AT—

Wade's Used Furniture Store
'Trade with Wade and Save"
Phone 478
Street
Main
217

Ta1y11p fir
Quick Meals!
•

•

Tehulet,
c1 t k144

MACAROHI-AND-CHEESE
km% cocksa in7ntiitursi
Kraft Dinner is •
timesaver and a
KRAFT
mcnu-maker! Stock
GRATED up today — it costs
hor thin thruts1.- only pennies. So
handy for school
swi-thresilk
doom Own, lunches, ernt-rgeney
meals. And good
eatin' alweys I with

NOW .... you can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
.... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Driveln" window — first
quickly and in privacy.
of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street
from the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Beer •• Cold Wines •• Big selection of all kinds of Liquors

LAKE

Street

LIQUOR

STORE

Located across the street
from the Coca-Cola plant
in Fulton

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

••••••••••

......,•••••••••..............ossapaisonalairana•••••••
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Folios High SAW News
suit ot an the students received
all A's.

By Janie. Davie

Those inevitable shockers—report cards—were passed out last
Two more new students have
week. Although a few students been added to Fulton High's popmay have 'passed out', the report ulation — Faye and Jimmy Woodcards were done so officially.
son. Faye is a sophomore and JimOut of 193 high school students, my is a little 'green' freshman.
88 percent made the honor roll. They moved to Fulton with their
The senior class ranged first with Parents last weekend from Hick24 out of 43 students. The largest man County.
clam, the freshman class, ranked
Who's who? Well, who is who?
last with only 16 out of 64 having
The senior class has finally dea report card without a "C".
ay the
The "brains", that is, those with cided this question. Yesterd
is the
all A's, totaled 14; or about 7 per- seniors met to decide who

WEEK- END

SPECIALS
•••••••••••••••

For Cooking
Freezing

Packagad Reusable Damp
Pt. Plata", 6"
Pilo Plates.
Round Ready
Mix Cake Pea
and All Purpaso
loaf Pan.
Mao 1001 Uses.

Reg. 29c

Harold Wiley
Is Promoted
To Paducah

Stant 15 Oz. She.
Cleans Mirrors,
Chrome, Tile,
Windows, Porcelain.
Reg. 59c
•
••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••

Wks Tooth of
Spring Masi. Flat
fads Won't Injuro
LOW%

state
Kentucky's
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley and
of
Tour
children visited dr. and Mrs. U. parka will remain ‘6pen again
atTultonlans are UMW to
Oliver in Dresden Sunday. Mrs. this winter on a "year-round
old-fashioned square
an
tend
Lula Colley spent the day with basis.°
House
dance at the Merit Club
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis.
Friday evening.
Mayfield
Kentucky Lake In
are
Thehy
string band,
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin House
Park and Kenlake Hotel, There will be a
,
cents.
sad Don, were weekend visitors of State
50
is
on
admissi
Darn
and
ky
Kentuc
;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts and Hardin
MI.
land
Cumber
lle;
GIlbertsvi
Mrs. Clovis Nimney. Mrs. Heaney State
Corbin, and Lake
Forms Border
hoe moved into her lovely new CumbbePark,
rlana State Park, Jamestrain' home.
Kentown.
The Ohio River forms
Mrs. Curt Murzall has moved
for
border
n
norther
facilcottage
and
tucky's
lodge
Both
home
mto her attractive brick
miles.
at
rooms
675
dining
all
nearly
and
ities
since my last writing. It is lowith the exceptcated across the road from the the four parks
ion of Lake Cumberland will be
Harold Muzpell family.
open, according to a spokesman
Mrs. D. J. Jones is working at
for the Division of Parks. Cotthe Leader Store and Miss Jerelyn tages are available at PennyIF
Colley works extra for the Ben
rile State Park, Dawson Springs;
Franklin Store.
General Butler, Carrollton; and
YOUR
Mr. Guy Finch came home Sun- Carter Caves Park, Olive Hill.
day morning atter being a patient
offer
parks
und
year-ro
The
HOME
at the Jones Hospital for almost
fall and winter vacation sertwo weeks. We wish for him consportsvices for fishermen and
LOAN
tinued improvement and hope to
men, as well as their families
soon.
very
school
at
him
see
FIELD
HARRY LEE WATER
season.
this
during
-Mrs. Harold Muzzall has been
D • ISN'T
"The Kentucky Lake Fishing
The new student union buildteaching during Mr. Finch's abDerby in Western Kentucky is
ing at Murray State College has
sence.
fall
been named for Lt. Gov. Harry
Mrs. Bobbie Langston from attracting large number of
spokesLee Waterfield, a Murray AlumEvansville, visited Mr. and Mrs. visitors to that area," the
nus, according to Dr. Ralph H.
HAROLD WILEY
Robert Rucker and son. Larry man added.
Woods, MSC president. The action
Langston during the weekend. She
of
r
Wiley, manage
Harold
was taken at the MSC Board of
was the dinner guest of the
Chain and Anchor
Regents meeting last week.
Southern Bell Telephone Com- Brooks Oliver family Sunday.
1, 1956,
Mrs. Robert Rucker enjoyed a
D. Woods, in announcing the pany here since January
huge chain and anchor
The
man- nice dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
action said, "The Building was has been promoted to group
stretched
Confederates
that
g
exoutlyin
and
h
ay.
of
Paduca
Thursd
ager
ter
Wateror
Permen
Walter
named for Lt. Govern
the Mississippi River to
across
it
er
1st.
Novemb
ve
effecti
,
school
taught
changes
Mrs. Guy Finch
field because he is a distinguished
turn back Union gunboats is the
alumnus who has been most help- was announced today. Succeeding the past three weeks in the abpoint of interest at Columfocal
Pete
be
will
Mr. Wiley in Fulton
sence of Mrs. Crofton, who took a
ful in serving his Alma Mater."
t State Park.
Belmon
busa
is
who
Hayes of Paintsville, Ky..
leave of absence.
Waterfield was born in Calloville. Mr. Hayes
at
of
Madison
patient
is
a
native
Roach
Paul
Mrs.
way County, Kentucky, Jan. 19,
is married and has two children. HIllview hospital. We wish for Brent Wade. Each moved into the
1911. He graduated from Murray
house the other had previously ocages 7 and 2.
her a speedy recoyery.
High School in 1929, and received
Clement cupied.
Jimmy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
first
the
leave
Murray
from
will
his Bachelor Degree
Mr. Wiley
have moved across to
Mrs. Paul Howard celebrated
November to begin his new duties and family
State in 1932.
children, the block house and are making her birthday Sunday. She enjoyed
two
and
wife
his
and
he
,
entered
After leaving college
will join him preparations for a new home.
the day with her mother, Mrs.
the weekly newspaper business, Donna and Patti,
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton ex- Lucy Jones, husband Paul, daughtheir
own
They
future.
near
the
in
and in 1934 became publisher of
in East Ful- changed places with Mr. and Mrs. ter Paula, and the following all
the Hickman County Gazette, home in Meadowview
had part in the delicious lunch:
which he still publishes. In ad- ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones. Mr.
and
year
last
popular
Cross
been
Red
have
an
he
Americ
Wileys
work,
The
per
his
newspa
to
dition
and Mrs. D. L. Jones. Mr. and
Club.
Lions
almost
of
the
their
nt
during
preside
here
vice
and
Is
ts
g
in
residen
farmin
is also engaged
Mrs. Harvey Carney, Mr. and Mrs.
II
s
War
World
member
of
are
Thy
veteran
a
is
stay.
He
raising purebred cattle in Hickman four-year
Blackard and Donna. Mrs.
Carlos
an
and
Americ
the
of
Church
r
and a membe
of the First Methodist
County.
Jones. Gary. Pat and DebTheron
the
Legion and the YMBC.
His first public office was won both are active participants in
Mrs. Gilliam HarriHe is a native of Frankfort and bie, Mr. and
In 1937, when he was elected to program of the church.
son and son. Mr. Kenneth Terrell
for
Bell
rn
Southe
with
been
has
of:
Phone Ft
the
an
in
chairm
as
First
District
St.
represent the
Mr. Wiley served
visited with them in the afternoon. 114 Maio
Kentucky House where he served the Fulton County Chapter of the the past 13 years.
six terms; and twice, in 1944 and
1946 was Speaker of the House.
In 1933, he married Laura FerPOURCAL ADVIIMINIASINT
guson. They have three children:
Rose Gale. Nancy, and Harry Lee,
Jr.
In Clinton, where he makes his
eat COMBS
home, he is an elder in the First
Governor
Christian Church, a Mason, a Rotarian, and a member of the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Farm BUreau. He is also a past
president of the Kentucky Press
Association.
Active in Democratic party affairr, he served as state campaign
chairman in a number of elections
HENRY H. CARTER
and was director of organization
Secretory col SW*
for the party in Kentucky Irani
1164-47.
Twice, in 1$47 and in 19511, he
hea sought II* Democratic nomination as governor of Kentucky.
JOHN B. BRECKINRIDGE
Attorney General

51/15
FIRST
QUALITY
NYLONS

Cold Winter Days Mooed—
Stock Up Today and
Reg. $1.00 Retail
PLASTIC STORM
WINDOWS
Erdh Nora Claw Viola&
Csonplato with Naas
and Strips.
Easy to Pot Up

574
CAN

SAVE 43c

PARADE?VAIN!
GOODS-COSTUMES
PARTY
Ant. Styles

97

Skeleton, Witch,
Devil.
Sizes S.M.L

Other Costumes

Up To 2.91I

Rog. 1.69

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE
Lake Shoot

Fulton, By.

4,
A
The
pled Cl
aided 4,1
year an
ments o
Incom
other sc
774.58,
from E
and the
donatioe
fees.
Oldha
presider

•

Savings & Leas Asia

State AG And Home
Agents To Meet

PKG. of 4

Sqaare Dna To
Be Neld Al Harvest
Festival Tharsday

First Federal

PUSH BUTTON GLASS CLEANER

Pair
Reg. 79c.

Mrs. Brooks Oliver •

Four State Parks
Open Year Round

NOW!

•••••••••••••••••••

38t

•FULTON ROUTE 5

REFINANCE

FOILWARE

PKG.

College Building
Named After Harry
Lee Waterfield

Kentucky's field workers in
agriculture — the county agricultural and home demonstration
agents and subject matter hpecialists — have their annual conference Oct. 27-30 at the University of Kentucky.
This year's meeting is scheduled
on a discussion basis. Its theme
Is the scope of work being done
and to be done by the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
Nine points will be covered, ranging from production and marketing through community work and
public affairs.
Workshop sessions, to acquaint
the 400-odd persons in the service
with future demands of such professional educational workers, will
occupy most of the session.
best liked, smartest, friendliest,
etc. for the 1960 annual. Do you
want to know they picked? They
will be forever printed in the '60
G-G-ZROWL.
The seniors also had a class
meeting Monday and Friday.
(Anything to get out of work, you
know!) On Friday a committee
met to choose the invitations and
name cards; and then the class met
to order them and also to order
their thank you notes and invitation covers. Monday the seniors
finally brought in those proofs that
they are so 'delighted' with and
vut in their orders. (Ooh. all the
money spent just because we're
seniors!)
The still victorious Bulldogs
travel to Morganfield tomorrow
for their seventh game of the season. Fulton's next home game will
be a week horn Friday. South Fulton also has a home game that
week — which can only mean one
thing — the Bulldogs and the Red
Devils are going to fight it out on
Memorial Field. Whether Fulton
will play with another win in its
pocket will depend on tomorrow's
outcome.

We
Pledge Ourselves
To Help Build
a Greater
FULTON
COUNTY!

111 Bert Combs, Wilson Wyatt and all members of
the Democratic Ticket are pledged to work in partnership with the citizens of this County.
This means that in the drive to get new industry
and new jobs, in the drive to sell the products we
grow and make, all of us here will have the intense
and active help of the Democratic Administration.
Definite plans and programs for a real partnership
with the people of this County are now being made.
You can help bring a new era of prosperity by voting
the straight Democratic Ticket on November 3.

•

PIesti
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the
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JOE SCHNEIDER
Auditor

THELMA L. STOVALL
Treasurer

WENDELL P. BUTLER
Supt. of Public Instruction

EMERSON BEAUCHAMP
Commissioner of Agriculture

DORIS OWENS
Clerk, Court of Appeals

County Committee for a Democratic Victory

VOTE DEMOCRATIC NOV.3

NI

Frees The FH8 "Kennel"—
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Mrs. Rice not reading RISRALLOOR
in study hall?
Philip Andrews the size of Jimmy Wright?
Mr. Lowe not having something
to say?
James Reed in a pair of blue
jeans?
Cheatham getting out of
Jim
town? •
Judy Burton touching the rim
of a basketball goal?
Tommy Bowden not talking about a hawk?
Harold Duke in a 1960 Cadillac?
Mike Walker with a Southern
drawl?
Merrell Davis as a majorette?
Danny Carver as the Bulldogs'
fullback?
2 00
weighing
M r s. Steele
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Burglars Enter
Stores At Pilot
Oak And Cuba

Tree

Seedling

The Kentucky Division at
Forestry distributed 14 million
tree seedlings in 1958 to landowners to reforest 14,569 acres
of idle and eroded land.
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Orchard Gran
Laney Murrell in Akron, Ohio. Mr.
To be a wise and smart shopMurrell suffered a stroke at his per everyone must remember to
Important changes in schedules
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Central
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wishes are extended by many buy the label should contain of
well
effective October 23 with
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half hour earlier. There is no
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of
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study
change in the northbound scheShortly before he died, Irvin quality and color, with which dule, train No. 6.
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conduct of his funeral. He said around with other outfits.
train No. 3, will depart Chicago
some
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part
he'd be happy
In the latter
at 7:15 p. m., 15 minutes earlier.
members of the Paducah Elks ber we will begin studying, "Be It will arrive Memphis at 6:55
Get More Out Of Life — Go Out To A Movie!
Lodge attend. Said Cobb, "Judg- Thifty With Your Time, Money a. m., and New Orleans at 4:30
Open Every
ing by my latest visits to the and Energy," which in turn p. m., the following day. The
basement of the Elks Club, it means do not waste time on present
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
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•.vouldn't do them a bit of harm things that are unnecessary.
train No. 4, will be continued.
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out in the open air, if only for merely means do not overwork
a trip to the cemetery."
yourself,-that is, do not over- MIAMI will leave Miaimi at
11:30 a. m., 31 minutes earlier
do it.
After Christmas, we plan to than at present. There is no
study, "Our Families Personal change in the schedule south— Two Absorbing Teenage Features —
These young cows and calves are outstanding.
Barren County's entire area Problems." that covers, getting bound.
was reserved as land grants to along with our families and
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No.
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,
The SEMINOLE
Many foundation females will be found in the open
Revolutionary War soldiers of sharing our families responsibi- southbound, will leave Chicago
Virginia. Ownership of meny of lities.
and bred heifers.
at 4:45 p. m., 25 minutes earlier,
these grants is still in the hands
The first of January, we will and St. Louis at 6:45 p. m., 30
of their descendants.
Preparations," minutes earlier than at present.
For further information, contact:
be in "Foods
which includes Foods, Planning No change will be made in the
and Preparations. In this we will northbound schedule.
plan three meals, two we eat
ourselves and the third we have Bedroom." This year we will
a teacher as our guest.
study, "Making the Most of Our
The last of February we go Living Room."
into "Child Training." In the
8th grade our "Child Training"
dealt with "The Care of a
Baby," but this year it will
cover, "The Emotional Life of
a Child."
This is to emphasize that a
child needs more than nice
clothes. They need love.
The final phase of study will
TOIPSI
be in interior decoration. Each
year we cover a different room
as low as *116950.
in the home. Last year we studied, "Making the Mosts of Our
t The ROT ROB WIG
L
Fells trees up to 3 feet in dimelts
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In
trees
Cuts
ameter.
HLL
I.EAVEN
the...
Complete Line
seconds. Only lelt pounds.
• /
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
Famous Homelite quality.
100 proof

The Kentucky Society for Crippled Children reported today it
aided 4,104 children and adult' last
year and began initial developments of a resident camp.
Income from Easter Seals and
other sources amounted to $242,774.58, of which $210,381.80 came
from Easter Seal contributions,
and the rest from special gifts,
donations and a small number of
fees.
Oldham Clarke. Louisille, KSCC
president, said the society's reg-
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MOTOROLA TV
TV Receiver
Most Reliable

Dewey Johnson

Hunters Asked To
Be Careful Of
Communication Lines

Happy Birthday
South Fulton
Girls Write Of
Home EC Work

M & W Appliance
Company

Seed For FallSowing

Illinois Central
Train Schedule
Is Announced

Friday, October 30th, 1959
1:00 P. M., CST

97 Head

58 Lots

ORPHEUM

38 Cows & 39 Calves
11 Bred Heifers
10 Open Heifers

Starts Friday - Then Sal.& Sun.
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Plus Cartoon "Woodsman Spare That Tree”
"BLUE ANGEL" Is Coming Soon!!
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Barnette Tractor Co.
207 R. 4th

Phone 160

I

Hearino Aid Batteries,
Per all makes of heeling 2110
Visit our Hearing Aid Deportment at your first oppertnnit7

crrY

DRUG CO.
nese 70
In Lake Street

Bottled In Bond • 4 years old •

Also available: HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 years old, 90 proof.

Hf AVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.,
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of hard work in a close-knit farm
and found a new colony called COMBS—
family in Clay County. His moChickenville?" Never ask why.
ther was a school teacher.
(Continaed from Page 1)
Just read the book and absorb all
by osmosis.
His practice of law was interBEAUTIFUL
solid record of achievement made
rupted. as wes the careers of many
Needless to may, Cock Doodle in his 47 years.
(Ida note: the following information, supplied THE NEWS
new arrivals in
other young Kentuckians, by
bp the USDA, ASC, flea. by Count) Agents and agricultural
was the schoolmaster. With his
That he would go far in the he World War Two. He entered serviALL KINDS OF KEYS made
agencies will be o/ anemia interest to Progressive /ark-era lit 014
masterful degree hanging from the
Manhattan
McGregor
&
while you wait. Forrester's
It en-Tenn area):
wall (Doctor of Chickenology), he of his community and state was ce as a private in 1942 and then,
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
SPORT SHIRTS
expounded his great knowledge to Indicated when he was a hirh four years late/4 he was discharged
The price support rate on 1959- the youngsters of all important school student. He was graduateti as a captain.
NOW is the time to get your — Just about the most handsome Tern MeCutehen, County Agent
crop
11150
His duty took him to the Pacific
October
18,
corn in Fulton County will dates and all the great literature from Clay High School when he
(Mien
County
Typewriter and Adding Macwas 15 and he stood first in scho- where he served under General
array you have ever seen!
remain
at $1.16 a bushel, un- to date written in Iambic Pentahine Overhauled. See Cleo
OBION COUNTY AGRICULTURE changed from the minimum rate meter. He had designed the course lastic rank.
MacArthur and earned the bronze
Peeples, Service Manager of
Grisham-Butterworth
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S.
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CornCaldwell
The Harvey
proud. He had decided that one Immediately into college work, also honored him with a decoraMen's Apparel
Good weather conditions for E. Holly, Office Manager of the
PanY, DRIVE-IN Office Outadvanced student whose hobby earning his way through several tion.
harvest latter part of last week. county Agricultural Stabilization
fitters, Phone 074.
Main Street
was Bird Habits with Non-Birds semesters at Cumbrland College,
On his return ti pivilian life, he
Many fields are still too wet for a n d Conservation Office anshould take Birdology 322 which Williamsburg, by firing furnaces became city attord” in PrestonsNEW Edwardian Suits: $29.95 to
nounced today.
machinery.
$36.50; Edwardian Sport Coats CHURCH PEWS—Large stock of
This followed a determination dealt with his subject only in a and sweeping out the various burg, then commonwealth attorney
About 60 percent of the cotton by
and, finally, appointment and elecbuildings.
at $18.95 and new Edwardian
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national
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majSubsequently he joined the State
foot. New wood folding chairs. the Soybeans, and 45 percent of
state.
— you ought to see the new
support
rate
will
be
$1.12
per
oring in Hen Houseology was re- Department of Highways as a
Write for catalog and prices. the Corn.
Thus, Judge Combs offers a
line of jackets and car coats.
bushel, the same as the minimum quired to take Principles of Writ- clerk. Then, when he had saved
Hunting Seating Co.. Huntingwide background of experience
A large percentage of the corn announced before planting time ing Sonnets 425.'You Can't
Out-of-door men should see
gradu- sufficient funds, he entered the and work — toil as a farm
Virginia.
ton,
West
boy, a
fields have severe lodging. Pickers last spring.
the new insulated under suits at
ate without it." Cock Doodle pro- law school of th University of
worker earning his way through
are leaving as high as on fourth of
The Edwards Store, Mayfield,
As
support
law',
the
provided
by
claimed,
still
believing
In
1937
he
shoes
the
world
Kentucky.
received
work
his
WING
RED
MEN'S
the corn in many fields. There is price reflects' 90 percent of the flat because he had once read so degree and stood second in his school, a struggling young man in
Ky.
and summer boots $5.95 to
the highway department, patriotic
a good demand for feeder pigs to average price of $1.25 per bushel from a book he recovered from the class.
$19.95. Free can of leather preservice to his nation and a disclean
up
the
corn
left
in
the
fields.
received
by farmers for corn dur- Wash pile.
server with each pair bought at
tinguished service on the supreme
It
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even
in
Events
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PARKING!
ing the three calendar years 19FREE
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
Meanwhile. Cock Doodle had decourt of Kentucky.
In The Near Future
58-58. A minimum price was an, vised a machine into which he his undergraduate days. that he
Main.
Mrs. Combs is th former Miss
would make a brilliant lawyer for
Tuesday, October 20 - Fall Lamb nounced in February as a guide to'
I AM NOW representing the Pool - Botts-Evans Stockyards - farmers in advance of planting, could place all the young chickens, he was selected to be editor of the Mabel Hall of Knott County and
press a button, and all would come Law Journal.
Lexington. They have two chilGreenfield Monument Works Union City.
subject to reassessment at the beThat promise of a bright future dren, Lois, 14, and Tommy. 12.
and will appreciate the oporThursday. October 29 and Fri- ginning of the marketing year. out compressed exactly like all the
tunity to show you our beauti- day, October 30 - Obion County Current information indicates no others. "After all," reasoned Cock was confirmed not many years Combs is a member of the Baptist
Doodle, "this system entitles later when all the judges of the Church, a trustee of CampbelliAcross From
ful line of memorials. Tom Community Club Judging.
change in the rate.
everyone to an equal chance with Court of Appeals recommended his ville College. and holds memberHales, Fulton; phone 124.
Coca-Cola Plant
favoritism toward none." He was appointmnt to a vacancy on the ship in the American Legion, the
still working on his final degree court. In 1651 he sought election Veterans of Foreign Wars, the
Mack Ryan
in Birdbrain Washing, based on to the same post and won, de- Masons and Kiwanis.
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to elect their King and Queen
Twelfth (Mrs. Mildred Ander- have no more of this nonsense and
-Easy Payments
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at
the
Hardy.
Authorized Motorola and RCA
wrath. No one questioned Cock
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IT'S A GIRL
classes (many of them have more
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method without charm, ci th.
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ceived through the sale of Festival a seven pound. 11 ounce daughter, the young man back into class. Hall Motel. Mayfield, Monday. Oct.
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade) tickets at 10c each.
Carol Jeannine, born at 12:20 a. m. After all he was only teaching nth from 3 p en to S p m. and
—Insurance—
SAFETV
the DliV7 Crockett Hotel. Unto&
what the older chickens wanted at
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IT'S A GIRL
Fulton, Ky.
person was going to question the
Farm and town Property
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Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Cathey, system because the majority was
Mr. Howe says the Howe method
with the
and a King and Queen for the Fulton, are the proud parents of a
contracts the openings in remarkright. (Years later Ernest Bird- ably
short time on the Weeny".
nine pound daugihter, Teresa Ann, riter wrote a very famous book, Opi
111.C.MORTONaCO.
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remardleas of the slue or
of the rupture and no
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King
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Queen
October 20, 19- and Cock Doodle bragged about
Dresden. Tessera°
trade—repair and move. Get
matter how much you lift or strain
59 at Jones Hospital.
MIMS Diteedien 6402
our prices. We service all makes of the first six grades are:
forming the young genius's mind and puts you beck to work the
TV. Phone 307. Roper Televbdon
and getting him started on his same day as efficient as before
Mrs. Burrow's sixth grade—
RION wed Palt newt el
See them when you want
Wired Soft. ernedalleill
road to fame.) No use to make it you
Kenneth Lacewell and Rita Hurd. PLAIN TALK—
Larg
i"
er.ru
end difficult raptures folENGLISH WALNUT trees—Get
Continued
from
Page
One
chicktoo difficult for the young
lowing operations especially solicitMrs. Coltharp's sixth grade—
MIN
to BUY OR SELL.
your order in early as the trees
Bobby Maynard a n d Sherry They had to get their own Cock ens. It would only needlessly
are limited. They come into
Do not overtook this opportunity
Doodles' breakfast of corn and trouble their young minds.
I
ANSON
Brock-well.
If you want gra titYin; results
bearing very young. Also let us
Phone 5
203 Main St.
So Bird Doodling 965 remains Mailing address HOWE RUPTURE
Mrs. Puckett's fifth grade— dry rice before they sang their
sue -sum
prune your fruit trees and
PST. Golden Pond. Ity
magnificent
red
combs
pale
blue.
even
one's
and
no
continues
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shrubs. Write or Call W. A. Led- Steve Green and Christina Mc- And of course, it was indeed neccare.
seems
to
even
wiser
or
the
better, Route 2, Fulton, Ky. Kinney.
Mrs. Hancock's fifth grade— essary to prepare the little chicks
Phone 1416-M2.
Bonnie Ramsey and Nancy Jones. for school.
WE RENT WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
Miss Bradshaw's fourth grade—
"School," thought Hildegrade.
—We buy white oak standing Roy Mac Reams, Terest Fields.
"Bah! All Cock Doodle teaches is
timber, custom logs, custom
Mrs. Gray's fourth grade— loud crowing. Nothing practical
Hospital beds
stave and heading bolts. Con- Jim Oliver and Dana Puckett.
like Egg Laying. What's this chickBaby beds
tact us for prices and specificaMrs. Poston's fourth grade— en yard coming to." She began reRoll-away beds
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer TeL Charles Walker and Donna flecting how she had to fly three
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A. Peeples.
miles to school on the coldest winVacuum Cleaners
Lewis, Buyer TeL Chapel 7Mrs. Schwerdt's third grade— ter day with snow on the ground.
Floor polishers
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
Tommy Taylor and Vicki Adams. They didn't have airplanes in those
WADE FURN. CO. FOR THE BEST Dear un Office Mrs. Field's third grade—Doug days or insulated chicken houses simmer
with hot and cold running water.
and Myra Hastings.
Do your fall shopping now —at NATIONAL STORES in Fulton!
Fulton, Ky. Furniture buy Shaw-Walker. Taylor
Phone 103
Mrs. Crotton's second grade-- And she had to learn Feedmixing,
See James U. Butts at The
Guaranteed lower price= Well refund your money U you can buy
McJohnny
McGpire
and
Marilyn
Wormdigging
and Nestbuilding
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
not to mention proper Hen House
for lessl Here are but four of hundreds of savings — —
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Kendree.
Miss Pepper's second grade— conversation and Hen manners.
Phone 674. We trade for your
Mitchell Moss and Patsy Adams. Such things the little chickens
old equipment.
For The
Miss Brann' second grade— learned today. But she convinced
roa RENT: Floor sanding ma- Richard Connaughton and Marilyn herself that the old chicken yard
had changed considerably since
chine and electric floor poLisk- Hardy.
Mrs. Laruze's first grade— she was hatched. She thought how
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co. Donald Howard Rice and Marilee pleasant school was today — all
Dixon.
the advantages she didn't have.
Phone 35, Chusch Street
Mrs. Milner's first grade— She readied her three little darlMAYTAG WASHERS, standard Stephen Walker and Susie Elkins. ings, seeing that their bills were
Regular 79c v9ues .... beautiful self-seam first
and automatic models, $139.86
Seventh and eight grade candi- properly shined, toe nails clean
quality 51-gauge and 60-gauge sheers, in sizes 81/1
and up. Sales and servira. dates are as follows:
and feathers perfectly preened.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Seventh (Mrs. Ova Howell and Then she stood back and admired
to 11. Mist, honey, red fox. rhapsody. skylark and
Guy Finch)—Corky Stinnett and them with motherly pride. Quickthrush.
Glenda Nelson.
Arriving Daily!
ly, she hurried them through their
Eighth (Mrs. Mansfield Martin ground corn. They must have a
Fine
and Ual Killebrew)—Jim Gungle proper breakfast, yet not be late
and Connie Hastings and Clayburn for school, she knew.
Peeples and Bonnie Weeks. This
After she had seen the last one
buy it at
class is having a primary to elect out the hen house door, Hildeits candidates.
garde lit a cigarette and cleaned
Slip-over crew neck styles in dr99
Suits, Sport Coats
High school candidates are:
house and flipped on the television
(Arthur
Ramos
and
Mrs.
Ninth
set to see her favorite morning
All sizes Latest patterns Kelly
white and gray, all of fleeced
Jones—Jerry Mac Weeks program, "AS THE CHICKENand Joan Fuller.
YARD TURNS." It was an unFurniture Company
back cotton knit. Sixes 34-46.
Tenth (Kindred Winston and usually stressing chapter today.
Beecher Finch)—Jirruny Sturgis The heroine. claudette Cluck, had
Ribbed waist band and wrists.
Fulton
Church Street
caught
her
wing
in
a
revolving
MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Men's Apparel
Apply in person to Taylor Chev- door two weeks earlier and still
rolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Ful- was swinging around and around.
EXTRA!1 HRILLI R DAYS SPECIAL!
In today's chapter the Hen house
ton, Ky.
was on fire and poor Claudette
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
Cluck was in sore misery, not only
CALLING COLLECT
because of the scorching danger,
WARD'S
but because the hero Plaud Crower
First quality! Snap-front
555 FULTON, KY.
For Every Occasion
MUSIC SHOP
had flown the coop to that of anJacket. elastic band pants.
other
little diversion now
HALLMARK greeting Cards
Cliapel 7-1833
RCA and Magnavox that heforhada the
tan
color. Nylon quilted
opportunity. HilRYTKX 'Personalised"
ciegarde
sat
MAYFIELD, KY.
enthalled
and
at
the
shell
filled with 3-oz. duTV and Hi-Fi
Stationery
same time began entertaining
rime.
Knit cuffs. ankle
Phone TU 59404
Union City doubts about her spouse. Then she
bands.
S. M. L.
watched her favorite quiz pro(Complete stock)
gram, "THE 84 CENT EGG" a
Good selection of records program designed with the intelPatton
Phone 20-3
on LP and 45 rpm
lectual in mind.
Meanwhile, at the school house
Mail orders--Snecial orders
a.
classes were underway in Egg
Unconditional t w o-year
SAVE MONEY
Bring your repair jobs to
Polishing 102, Feather Nesting 365.
guarantee! A new blankand Chicken Relations 322. It was
Buy Auto insurance es
When it's
WEBB'S
required of all little chickens that
Real Estate in Fulton
Our 3-PAY PLAN
et free if you are not
Welding Blacksmith,
each be able to fulfill the pre40% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
and Machine Shop
— see —
scribed course of work without desatisfied!
30% in 6 MONTHS
viation, without questioning. Just
JAMES C. CROFT,
CHARLES
W.
BURROW
carrying
No
No Intermit.
owner and operator.
309 Walnut
Phone 61 memorize the twelve most imCharges.
portant dates in Chicken History.
GET
THEM
FIXED
Your policy is typed and
beginning with Plymouth Rock.
RIGHT at
Farm Loans
ready for you in a few minEach class must work together as
utes, and coverage is effec103 McDowell Street
a group without any of the more
Conventional
Loans
11111111 MIK • MIN11.111111•11/:=Mit MN IMIIIC-11111
tive immediately.
brilliant chickens going ahead and
next to Pierce-Cequin
FHA
Loans
unimwith
misleading
rest
all
the
Lumber
Co.
Wick Smith Agency
—The very best selection of real portant questions as "Why did the
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 345
CALL 62 — 161
great chicken leader turn chicken
estate for sale at all times I
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CLASSIFIED ADS

11.11•1.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

South Fulton Harvest Festival
To Be Held This Thursday Night

FARM LOANS

RUPTURE

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

M & W Appliances

Fulton Real Estate Co.

IIP

MIND

Spectacular Savings Dor ing Our OCTOBER

Thriller Days

FIRST ClUALITY NYLON HOSE

2 PAIRS, $100

BEST

'CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

HYDE PARK
and MERIT

EXCHANGE

Layaway Sale! Insulated Underwear
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$35 to $65
Grisham-Butterworth

FLOWERS
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$16
"
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PENS' -SWEAT SHIRTS

$100
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